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Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority girls are hard at work on their float
for the Homecoming parade Saturday. The theme of the float is
"Golden Tunes for Golden Memorles."(Photoby Linda Williams)

Former State Senator
Visits UNM Saturday
New Mexico's first female state
senator will be honored Saturday at ·
UNM's Homecoming breakfast.
Louise Holland Coe, of Roswetl,
will receive the "distinguished
woman" award from the UNM
chapter of the Mortar Board.
Coe was elected school
superintendent of Lincoln County
before being elected to the state
senate in 1925. In her four terms,
she served as president pro-tem and
chaired the education committee.
Free text books, school consolidation, and general elevation of

educational standards were Coe's
achievements while in the senate.
Coe has been active in many
organizations, including the Old
Lincoln County Courthouse
Museum Commission, Eastern
Stars, Daughters of the American
Revolution, and founded the New
Mexico Order of Women
Legislators.
ihe New Mexico Women's
Political Caucus and the State
Association of University Women
selected Coe as one of New
Mexico's ten most distingushed
women.

•
David Mitchell and Lela Goodart·Mitchell, both class of '30, dance to the music of Billy Morris and
the Dixieland Allstars playing music ot the 1930s In honor ot the 501h reunion of that year's
graduating class. Married in 1931, the Mlchells now live in Valle/a, Callt., where Mr. Mitchell was the
head ot engineering computer applications at the Mare Island naval shipyards and Mrs. Mitchell
taught elementary school. (Photo by Ken Clark)

Board To Judge Hospital Funding
funds the Legislative Finance
Committee should appropriate to
The Board of Educational the hospital for purchasing
Finance will decide today on a $3.2 equipment.
million funding request from UNM
For the 1980 budget, the hospital
Hospital/Bernalillo County
requested $1.2 million and received
Medical Center.
Following today's session, the $500,000, Tom Sloan, the Director
BEF will recommend the amount of of Planning and Development, said
Wednesday.
Helen G1ussoin

He said the hospital does not
overestimate its needs to get more
mortey.

Reagan's Cabinet May Include Ford, Haig
WASHINGtON (UPI) - New
Republic magazine said Thursday

Ronald Reagan's advisors have
drawn up a tentative list of Cabinet
officials that includes Alexander
Haig as defense secretary and
Gerald Ford as budget director.
Executive Editor Morton
Kondracke said the list "is by no
means final, is still subject to
jockeying among Cabinet con·
tenders and has not been subjected
to 11 concerted clearance process."
But he said, "I'm told the list has
been discussed with Reagan
himself.''
Reagan was not immediately
available for comment.
Kondracke reported the list now
stands this way:

- Secretary of state. George
Shultz, who has served as secretary
of labor and treasury and was
budget director as well. He now is
president of Bechtel Corp.
- Secretary of defense. Haig,
former NATO commander and
White House chief of staff under
Richard Nixon. He now is president
of United Technologies Corp.
- Budget director. Ford, if he
will take it, and either economist
Alan Greenspan or Casper
Weinberger if he will not.
- Treasury secretary. William
Simon, who held the job under
Ford, or Greenspan, who was head
of Ford's Council of Economic
Advisors.
~ Attorney ge11eral. William
French Smith 1 Reagan's personal

attorney and a senior pattner in the
LA law firm of Gibson, Dunn &
Crutcher.
- U.N. ambassador. Anne
Armstrong, ambassador to Britain
under Ford.
-CIA director. William Casey,
Reagan's campaign manager and
once chairman of the SEC and with
the OSS in World War 11.
- Housing secretary. Sen.
Richard Schweiker of Pennsylvania
or Rep. Thomas Evans of
Delaware.
- Commerce secretary. Bill
Brock, chairman of the Republican
National Committee.
~ iransportatiort secretary.
Drew Lewis, Reagart's campaigrt
liaison at the Republican National
Committee.
'
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Board Approves
Clark as Editor
The Student Publications Board
unanimously appointed Ken Clark
as Editor-in-Chief of the Doily
Lobo in a meeting yesterday.
Clark became acting editor of the
Lobo in June, following the
resignation of Jeff Gardner.
During the discussion before the
vote Matthew Baca, ASUNM
Senate representative on the board,
said of Clark, "I was really im·
pressed whert I went to the Lobo.
He was very helpful, showed me
around and seemed to know what
was going on."
':'

,-,

''We really try to be realistic and
honest about our needs. We've
really always been very conservative," he said.
When the state first leased the
hospital in 1978, a study showed
UNMH/BCMC needed $9 million
in the next five years and $6 million
was needed immediately, he said.
"It's not a lot of fun coping
without the needed funds," he said.
"In most departments, it means a
lot of keeping things together on a
day-to-day process.
He said this year might be better
for the hospital because it will be
the first year the hospital will go
through the BEF to the Legislative
Finance Committee.
Irt additiort, he said, the hospital
"has done a lot more about
communicating with the legislature
about what we do here," be said.
"This is not an operating
budget/' he said. "We've always
restricted ourselves to major
medical equipment that will directly
contribute to patient care. 11
He said since the hospital came
under state jurisdiction, the money
from the legislature has been a
utremendous shot in the atm."
"ihe money has helped the
morale of the patients and staff,"
he said.
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Murder Trial in Fourth Day

by United Press International

Child Care Center
Celebrates lOth Year

Paul Livingston

Poll Indicates More Voters Pick Anderson
As Second Choice, and Reagan as First
Nl~W YORK - Even though he
has slipped ln recent polls, John
Anderson is viewed by voters as a
better "second cho.ice" for
president than either President
Carter or Ronakl Reagan, an ABC
News-Harris Survey showed
Thursday.
The poll shows Reagan as the
No. I choice of 43 percent of the
I ,503 likely voters surveyed, Carter

drew 39 percent and Anderson was
a distant third at 14 percent.
"Whether he (Anderson) can win
or not," the survey said, "he now
has the power to be a crHical force
over the next three weeks in
determining the outcome."
But Anderson's potential as a
decisive factor in the campaign
stemmed from the fact many voters
viewed him as their No. 2 choice.

OPEC Meetings Postponed
VIENNA, Austria - The war
between Iran and Iraq has forced
the po.1tponcmem of three major
OI'I!C meetings and also put ofT
any chance of setting a unified
OPEC price ~tructure for the sale of
crude oil.
l'vcn the production issue has
been 1urncd upside down. At least
three OPEC countries have announceu
plans to increase
prodw.:tion to make up for the
~hortfall brought on by the war.
Iraq has put off a meeting set for
curly November in Baghdad to
celebrate the 20th anniversary of
OPEC.
The Baghdad meeting could have
finally set a common price for

crude oil. At present, the price
ranges from $30 a barrel to $37
among OPEC members.
OPEC spokesman Hamid Zaheri
announced the postponement of a
consultative session set for Tuesday
in London.
The two postponements followed
a delay of a meeting of OPEC
finance ministers in Quito,
Ecuador.
The postponements mean a delay
in resolving three pressing issues:
longterm pricing strategy, OPEC's
relationship with other developing
countries and its links to the industrialized countries on the issue
of a new economic order.

Magicians Have Bad Luck

Overall, 45 percent of those
surveyed said they could turn to
Anderson as a second choice, 20
percent named Carter and 16
percent said Reagan.
Specifically, of those who
support Reagan, 53 percent said
Anderson would be their second
choice, 27 percent chose Carter and
16 percent said some other candidate.
Of those who support Carter, 49
percent picked Anderson as their
second choice, 23 percent could
accept Reagan and 23 percent
would choose another candidate.

NEW YORK - A magician
and his wife who lost all their
magic props in the evacuation of
the luxury liner Prinsendam
returned to New York to find
their home ransacked by
burglars.
Jack Malon and his wife,
Beatrice, who were aboard the
cruise ship when it caught fire
off Alaska last week, said
Wednesday every drawer in their
bedroom · had been emptied,
their silverware and jewelry
stolen and their belongings
scattered all through the house.
Malon, who was working as a

magician aboard the liner, lost
his magician's wardrobe and
props when he escaped from the
b11rning Prinsendam.
"Then we come back to our
own home, and we find this,'' he
added. "It's back to reality. I
feel much more affected by this
than seven hours in a lifeboat."
"When they pulled me up into
the helicopter from that boat, I
escaped a leg of disaster,"
Malon said, "But I can't escape
at my own home. Every time l
look around I notice something
or find myself looking to see if
there is something else missing."

American Wins Nobel Prize in Literature
Milosz has been a guest lecturer
in Slavic languages at the University
of California, Berkeley for 20
years.
"The world that Milosz depicts
Milosz, 69, now a naturalized in his poetry and prose works and
American and California resident, essays is the world in which man
was born in the Lithuanian village lives after having been driven out of
of Vilna which became part of paradise," the Swedish Academy
Poland in 1923.
said in announcing the $215,000
award.
He was the ninth American "People lived in close contact
and third writer in Polish - to win
with still primitive nature. This
the literature prize.
STOCKHOLM, Sweden Czeslaw Milosz, a Lithuanian-born
poet, won the 1980 Nobel Prize in
literature Thursday.

country and this culture, and most
of its people, no longer exist," the
Academy
said
of Milosz'
homeland,
"The Nazi terror and genocide,
the war, and later the Stalinistic
tyranny have wiped them out in
hardships exceeding what Poland
and the Baltic states have suffered
many times before".
Milosz' poetry was applauded by
workers in Gdansk when it was
recited during the shipyard strikes,

ORDER YOUR OWN

Js/lgTime.
POPPER

FREE

JDIIgTime.

BOOTS

PDPcoRN
(Like getting money from horne!)

Frye® boots are for
today's lifesty Ie.
They're business-like on
the job, casual in the
country. They're Your
kind of boots.

What tastes be!ler (or is hetter for you) than Jolly Time •.. the
mrmdr-bcttcr pop corn'!
Great for a late night snack, for party time,
study time or anytime.
Guaranteed to pop big, crispy and delicious.
Now. gel a FREE package of Jolly Time Pop
Corn, when you order this 3-qt. Jolly Time
fully automatic electric popper for just $11.50

20°/o

. . . a saving of $3.45
(plus the FREE Pop Corn)
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Prizes will be awarded to the
various age groups in the sevenkilometer race.

Following
the
awards
ceremony, there will be a party
sponsored by the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity.
Playing new wave and rock
are two bands, The VIsitors and
Tusk. There will be food and
drink and games for all people.
The director of the Center,
George O'Neil, said that
Saturday's events will begin a
year-long
celebration
of
Growing Up in America.
He also said that due to "a
communications breakdown,"
Big Bird might not appear at the
party "in person" as previously
announced, but, "Big Bert will
be there, that I can promise," he
insisted.

2216 Central S. E.
265-5986

11
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(l'/oshakitrg, rro stirring, no burning, Pops ptifectly,
without waJching, 1111d shuts itself off.)
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Be sure to include my coupon for a FREE package of Jolly Time Pop Corn!
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STATE

.

ZIP

-----------------------------

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTILES
$2.00

II
Oil'S
.....

110 Wyoming S.E.
255·0515

No. 3
2 eggs served any style and
a fresh cup of regular coffee ... 99<

Casey Optical Co.
3 doors WI Sl oo1 R eJtoll Dru'W.i
lOM•S Al WASHINGTON 26~ lill-&6

THE POSHLETTE
3 eggs scrambled with chopped onions and lox,
served with a fresh bagel and cream cheese and a cup of regular coffee. S2.79

now open
1-5
Sunday

No. 4
3 eggs served with cheese,
onions, tomatoes and green chile, to
make the best heuvos rancheros you
have ever eaten. Toast and a regular cop
of coffee are included .......... S2.49

1

NAME

(l'lco~!lC

selection: bell pepper, onion, green
chile, mushrooms, cheddar, swiss,
or american cheese, sour cream,
cream cheese, bacon or ham .. , 99e

No. 2
1 egg served any style and
a fresh cup of coffee. . . . . . . . . . 79<

off

on all styles

JIIII!J Time munch-better pop corn
3-QT. POPPER.
Send to:
Jolly Time Popper Offer
P.O.Box178,SiouxCity,IA51102

The third annual H. Cook
Run for Campus Child Care will
start in front of President
William Davis' home at Yale
and Roma N.E. at 7:45 a.m.
Registration for the race begins
at 6:30 a.m. at the president's
home. Adults in the race will be
divided into seven age classes;
there is also a one-mile race
designed for runners up to 10
years old.

Registration for the race is $5,
the proceeds going to the Child
Care Center.
Awards will be presented to
the winners at noou in Yale
Park, located on Central
Avenue in front of the
university.

Breakfast served seven days
a week from 7am to llam

PACKAGE OF

I

The UNM Child Care Center
will celebrate its lOth anniversary on Saturday, Oct. II.
The center will then be one of
the oldest cooperative camp\lS
child care programs in the
nation.
The anniversary celebration
will include a foot race and a
party Saturday. The day's
festivities are designed to stress
the vital need for continuation
of conscientious, inexpensive,
safe child care at UNM,

Breakfast Menu

. and we'll pop for a

1

other side of the door, Jeanette did
One time, Mrs. King testified,
call, but got no answer. Her mother Jeanette called her at 2 a.m. from
The murder trial of Armando then took her to the hospital,
the Journalism building and tried to
Marquez continued into its fourth
Following Aug. 31, she said the get her to go to Marquez's home to
day Thursday with testimony from family received a series of telephone c:alm him down. She refused to go,
the slain woman's motht)r, calls from Marquez. A protective she said, but couldn't recall why
Margaret King. Marquez is charged restraining order was sought in Jeanette had made the request.
with the April 8, 1980 killing of Santa Fe, but attempts to enforce
The jury listened carefully as
Jeanette King, 25, niece of Gov. the order failed.
Driscoll pr~ssed Mrs. King for
Bruce King.
Mrs.
King described an details of conversations. "I don't
Both Marquez and Jeanette King agreement that she reached with care to answer that," or "I don't
were UNM journalism students. Marquez, allowing him to call and know," she frequently replied.
Jeanette had worked as a speak with Jeanette, but forbidding
Mrs. King also described
photographer with the Daily Lobo him to see her. In rrtid-October,
for more than two years prior to her 1979, she said the fragile truce Marquez's attempts to secure $600
internship with the Albuquerque b~tween the Kings and Marquez so that he could return to Germany ..
Journal. She would have graduated was broken when Marquez called Marquez is reportedly married to a
in May 1980. Marquez graduated and said he was "coming right German woman and has two
daughters, ages 5 and 9.
from UNM in 1977 and had been over."
Although the demand for money
working for an Albuquerque
She said they barricaded
television station.
themselves upstairs and made is now characterized by the
According to Mrs. King, frantic phone calls for help while prosecution as "blackmail" or
Marquez had threatened and Marquez pounded on the door o_f "extortion," Driscoll describes it as
pursued Jeanette for more than six their home. He left, Mrs. King said, a "desperate attempt" by Marquez
to escape from an unbearable
months before the killing, Marquez before help arrived.
cried as Mrs. King testified that
"We were both students," said relationship.
Marquez broke into their home and Mrs. King, who was then also
Describing the night of the
attacked them, first throwing a taking classes at the University.
murder, Mrs. King said she met her
vase, then stabbing Jeanette to
Mrs. King also described the fear daughter at 9:45 p.m. and they
death.
experienced by Jeanette, who often drove home in separate cars.
Prosecutor Woody Smith is worked late in the Journalism
Prosecuto.r Woody Srrtith asked
attempting to show the jury that building. Although it was unclear Mrs. King, "Is there any doubt in
Marquez committed a deliberate, whether Jeanette's fear was directly
your rrtind that the man who
premeditated murder. Defense caused by Marquez, Mrs. King stabbed your daughter is Armando
attorney Charlie Driscoll is· referred to "dark halls" in the
Marquez?" Her reply was ''No."
claiming that Marquez is not guilty building, and said that Jeanette
by reason of insanity.
"would call every hour so I'd know
Driscoll will present an insanity
Mrs. King said that she first met she was all right".
defense sometime next week.
Marquez in 1975 when he and
Jeanette were both students. She
then described various. violent
incidents occurring four years later
which led Jeanette to fear that her
life was endangered.
The small courtroom of Judge
Rozier Sanchez was packed for the
day's testimony. The previous day's
proceedings were marked by a
hallway shouting match between
Marquez's attorney and Jeanette
King's brother, David King.
Mrs. King said that Marquez had
done "nothing bad" until an
alleged Aug. 31, 1979 rape. In that
incident, Mrs. King said, Jeanette
returned from "a meeting about
photography" with her clothes all
torn. That night, Mrs. King said,
Jeanette revealed her mixed
emotions, saying, "I want to call
Armando ..• ! may have killed him."
According to Mrs. King, "He
strangled her, she ran and jumped
into her car and smashed into a
No. 1
3 egg omelette served with
garage door." Fearing that
any two ingredients from our large
Marquez might have been on the

STEREO
SPECIALS

No. 5
3 egg omelette, hash
browns, toast, and a regular cup
of coffee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . s 1.99

MATZO BRY
the traditional Passover meal of matzoh, fried with eggs
and onions and lightly topped by sugar. Served with a cup of regular coffee. S2.49
On the side
Bacon ..................... 99e
Toast ................. , • • . . 30c
1 Egg . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . 59c
Extra Ingredients ............ 25c
Inflation Posh . . . • . • . • . . . . . . • 49c
Crown Posh • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99c
Crown Royale . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1.49
Hash Browns . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 49<
English Muffin ............. : 40c

BEST Price
BEST Selection
BEST Sound
BEST Service

Early Slurpers
Regular Coffee .............. 30<
Special Blends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40c
Antigua
Italian
7bean
Turkish
Regular Tea ................ 3oe
Celestial Seasonings Tea 40c •

OJ. Sm. 50' Md. 75e lg. $1.00
Moo Juice Sm. 40' Md. 70< Lg. 85(

* Ginseng 50<
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Editorial

Letters

"General Response'
Solicited b\r Editor

Revolution's Origins Cited

Lack of Voter Response Decried
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u cleanly conducted campaign. Enticing smiles from
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We think Mortar Board did a fine job in supervising

Apathy and Beauties II

Apathy and Beauties
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E."':: ~.;:"!;; ::;; •e•g" ever the approaching wookend
"'es·:--, ·r,es
-..,e ...:=~• \'::.;rg cady is the 46th ruler in tho history
.::• -..' 1\r,, ::: wea· tl'le crown, traditionally tho most
;;;:;·..;;;~; o"rE'' 1'1::..-,or

.r Lobo-land. The homecoming
~ ..,; :s t'lE' '••st s~c~ ruler in the history of UN M
;:~.;we st.'• W::J"'t:le• why anyone wanted that crown
- t"";e ~ ~st p;a ::e
v~--:a• E!oa·:: .,..e,...,oers prepared lots of ballots for
:~.e e~e:m:o- '' :>ce., needed more they could always
I "•o•'E • _,- ::!;:;~, ~Sta:•s tO the COpy Center in the SUB.

Ven ;:.e;>p e .... a\- have felt that student interest was
-~oe•e.st ~a:e::L considering that more than

15,000

s: .... ::;-;!s .a"'e e.~g~b~e to vote.
'e: we :: :: "Oi expect more than 1,000 votes
•\·: _:: •a,·e ::>ee., cast in an election which once held
; _:. : -:e·est or a wide range, but now traditionally
-:e·es:s a .,..cs1 ro one on any range.
,•, e ,,,·;·e ·····eng, but not by much. Actually 1,195
s:.:e·:s, :teo. a\ most as many as voted in the last
~ S-.. \
e.e:trcr.s.

tho candidates have faced voters from posters in the
classrooms, hallways, fence posts, pillars,
trash cans, bulletin boards and from the pages of this
nowspaper.
Yet, Wednesday noon, when the queen's and
king's names were announced, you could have bet a
million dollars against the previous day's parking
ticket that there would be muttered grumbles about
tho winners. And you would have made a lot of
money, even taking taxes and inflation into account.
We personally would have favored a "no contest"
ruling if less than half the eligible voters had cast
their ballots Tuesday. Only a general response to
making a choice of who will represent our university
should keep the selection of homecoming royalty a
part of the autumnal gathering of the Lobo clan.
Otherwise, people would be justified in saying this
portion of homecoming is over-rated. Of course,
they might not stop with homecoming in making
such remarks.

sua,

Ken Clark
!Oct. 10, 19801
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In your editorial of Oct. 2, you disagreed with
Cardinal Terence Cook's statement that a nation
which permits abortion does so at the expense of its
moral climate. I agree with Cardinal Cooke for the
following reasons:

~

..

11! Abortion on demand has destroyed the inviolable status of human life. A rather arbitrary
decision has been made by many people (and the
government! that a baby in the womb is inhuman, so
we talk about "terminating a pregnancy" instead of
killing. I fear the consequences of this decision. The
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door has been opened so that future decisions
regarding whether other humans, the elderly and
infirm, for example, will or die .
1211 agree with you that churches should stay out of
politics. However, concerning moral issues like
abortion, the church should be speaking out. The
Bible is quite clear concerning the sanctity of human
life. When Cardinal Cooke speaks out against abortion, it's not merely his personal opinion. God has set
moral standards for man, and there ls no court ruling,
no opinion poll, or any other contrivance by man that
will change those standards.
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had been known to, have killed
some 1,600 people during 1978
(New York Times, 12-19-78), the
U.S. Government continued its
support of the ex-Shah almost until
the very end of the regime,
When the ex-Shah was toppled,
he eventually came to the U.S. at
the personal request of Henry
Kissinger and David Rockefeller,
the latter the head of the Chase
Manhattan Bank, where the exShah had agreed to place his assets
of some $17 billion (I). The ex-Shah
was regarded by most Iranians as a
criminal responsible for mass
murder and torture, and as a thief
who had skipped out with a huge
portion of the national wealth.
I believe the above resume is a
reasonably accurate one ..A lot of
us are guilty of natiotlal chauvinism
some of the time. I don't think that
all of us have to be guilty of it all of
the time. The U,S. Government
helped to create, and then supported for over 25 years, a terrible
dictatorship in Iran. For along time
(much too long), the people of this
country were not aware at all of
that situation. The people of Iran,
on the other hand, had to live
through it
two-and-a-half
decades of repression. It seems

I constantly ask myself why it is
that the Iranian Revolution is antiU.S. Government (I have not yet
met an Iranian who blames the
American people for the past). Let
me include here a few historical
details:
Former CIA operative Kermit
Roosevelt (grandson of FORI told
the Los Angeles Times (3-29-79)
that he was ordered into Iran in
1953 by President Eisenhower and
Secretary of State Dulles with $1
million and instructions to overthrow Prime Minister Mohammed
Mossadegh.
The
reason?
Mossadegh had nationalized the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, with
the support of the great majority of
the Iranian population.
Under Roosevelt's direction,
street gangs were organized, some
300 Iranians were killed, the
ex-Shah was placed in power,
and Mossadegh was deposed by a
military coup. Oil was denationalized,
and
American
companies assumed control of 40
per cent of Iranian oil production.
Gulf
made Roosevelt one of its
vice presidents in 1960.
Meanwhile, the U.S. funneled
some $5 million a month to the exShah. U.S. aid fell into the hands of
a small, wealthy elite, while the
majority of the population lived in
poverty. To maintain this rule of
elites, the ex-Shah instituted
massive repression. The CIA
organized and trained the exShah's police force (the SAVAKI,
which eventually employed some
40,000 agents. According to
Amnesty International, the secret
police engaged in widespread
torture,
including beatings,
whippings with wire, burnings,
mutilations, sleep deprivation, and
other, similar methods <New York
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that if we step out of our own shoes
for just a moment, and if we put on
those of almost any lr<Jnian who
had to exist under the regime of the
ex-Shah, we would better comeels to have gone
prehend ho~
:>d of time in that
through thet
or such a die·
land. Supp(
tatorship could not possibly have
won the friendship of the majority
ofthe Iranian people for the U.S.
By no means do I feel that the
above remarks are a key to a
solution of the present war between Iran and Iraq. But I do feel
(and I hope that many people who
read this will join me in this feeling)
that looking very carefully at the
mistakes of a policy based on the
national chauvinism can bring us to
a discussion with Iranians that will
be more fruitful - not to mention
more human and with some hope
of constructing a better future
relationship. By "us" I am referring
to students, professors, and others
who work on this campus. There
are many Iranian students here who
are willing and desirous of engaging
in a meaningful dialogue with
Americans. I hope that we can
remember that.

And, as always, we have
many New Releases On Sale
beginning at $4.97 for LP or Tape

With an estimated 10,000
political prisoners, Iran still received
approximately $20 billion (I) in
military aid from the U.S., and this
country also trained over 11,000
members of the Iranian military.
This hu(le army, Hubert Humphrey
once stated, was not for use
against outside powers, but rather
for use against the Iranian people.
When the opposition movement
in 1978 came to a head, President
Carter endorsed the ex-Shah's
declarations of martial law. Several
days after troops killed 100, people
in a Sept. 7 demonstration in
Tehran, President Carter personally
called the ex-Shah to endorse the
latter's regime (New York Times,
12-19-78).
Despite constant
allegations of torture, and despite
the fact tha~ the ex-Shah's army
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by Garry Trudeau

All your favorite flavors are now at Budget Tapes
and Records.
Get the hits that are hot. At prices that are cool.
Our friendly staff will serve you. And our selection
can't be beat.
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Most of us have such short
memories - or, at least, we are so
selective about what we choose ·to
remember that we end up
forgetting what should be the most
obvious. I would like to take the
case of "revolution." More
specifically, I wanted to try to
remember something about the
ongms of the recent Iranian
Revolution, If we want to understand something of what is
happening in the war now raging
between Iran and Iraq (and I believe
many of us are trying to undarstand
that conflict), then this small
exercise in memory could be
helpful.
Americans have no reason ever
to be frightened of the word
"revolution." There wouldn't be a
U.S.A. if there hadn't been a
revolution here. But we tend to
forget such a simple yet astounding
truth. More important, though, is
that so often we forget to ask the
"why" of events. We are very
concerned (as we should bel with
recent events in Iran, but we almost
always overlook the basic question
of why a revolution occurred there
and why Iranians are hostile to the

u.s.
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Former Lobo Editor To Celebrate
Her Fiftieth Reunion This Year
It's A
2 Way Street

"I could call nearly everyone on

Helen GaiJssoin
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-----------------
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The cavalry kept its horses where
the pool near Johnson Gym is now,
and if your boyfriend belonged to
the National Guard, you could ride
all day Sunday.
Winifred Reiter, a graduate from
the class of 1930, was lucky enough
to be one of those who had a friend
at the stables, and that's where she
learned to ride "like nobody's
business. 11
Reiter graduated from UNM
withanarcheologydegreewhenthe
uuniversity was still "a small, closeknit community."
"It wasn't like it is now," she
explains, "Nobody would be so
rude
as to
someone on the path
and not
saypass
hello.''

campus by name, Everybody did
everything, everybody knew
everybody," she said.
The 71-ycar-old said although
many of the younger faculty wives
attended classes, older women on
campus were "very unusual."
"We all sort of curtsied when we
saw them," she says,
Women on campus were outnumbered 3 to I by men. "So, 11 she
laughs, ''we had our choice of three
or four men all the time. 11
Reiter was the first Lobo editor
to have an office, she said. "Until
the spring of 1929, the Lobo
newsroom was in the back pocket
of an editor."
The first Lobo office was in half
of the foyer of Rodey Hall, now

• 1980 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee, Wis
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Heavy Vote
Makes Lewis
1955's Queen

\

Now comes Miller time.

torn down. The post office was in
the other half, and the yearbook
office was in the balcony, she said,
"If I was sitting at my typewriter
then the business manager had t~
hold his breath to get around me,"
she chuckled.
"Athletics
were
completely
amateur," she said, "They were big
men on campus and every coed that's what we were called then was proud to be seen with one."
Older students were as rare as
women, she said. Most of the
students were "straight out of high
school." The average age of
student at UNM today is 26.
Reiter, a retired UNM employee
who worked for the Alumni office
for 20 years, says older students
didn't start coming to UNM until
after World War II when the GI Bill
was passed.
After the war it was not necessary
to have a high school diploma to
attend the university, so Reiter, an
Albuquerque Journal employee,
taught the returning GI's remedial
English.
A few students drove to school
but "UNM didn't have a parking
problem in the 30s," she says.
Although walking "wasn't a
disgrace back then," she was
fortunate enough to live in a neigh·
borhood where "two groups of
sisters had cars, and I could sponge
a ride."
Albuquerque was a "small town
of 40,000, '' she said, and the center
of town was "right spank in front
of the university."
Thomas Popejoy, a. past UNM
president for whom Popejoy Hall is
named, was a graduate student in
charge of student activities in the
30s, Reiter said.
Reiter's class graduated the year
of the stock market crash. "We met
the Depression head on," she said.
"After graduating, we all went out
and got jobs, but while we were still
in school, we had a gay old time.''
About a hundred of Reiter's
classmates from all over the United
States are expected to attend their
50th reunion on Thursday.
"We're the golden class," she
says.

Dorothy Lewis became the 21st
homecoming queen in the history of
UNM tonight at 7:30.
The attractive senior, a physical
education major, was attended by
Patty Stewart and Barbara MitchelL
lhe three women were selected
Wednesday in balloting termed
"heavier than usual" by Adele
Brown, Mortar Board member in
charge of the elections, A total of
.1 ,069 votes were cast, and Mortar
Board members said the final
results were "very close.''
Miss Lewis is head majorette for
the UNM marching band, and has
been a band member for four years.
She is a member of Delta Delta
Delta sorority, belongs to the
Major-Minor club, and is secretary·
treasurer of the senior class.
Miss Stewart is a junior from
Hatch, N.M., and was sponsored
by dorm D. She serves as recording
secretary of the student council, a
post to which she was elected last
spring.
Miss Mitchell was named outstanding woman last spring when
she became the first recipient of the
student council Betty Hall
memorial prize, She is president of
Chi Omega, the organization
sponsoring her in the homecoming
queen election. Miss Mitchell is
fron Raton, N.M., and is an
education senior,

Queen for Class of 1955
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In 1955 Albuquerque obened
Central for the UNM homecoming
parade, said '55 queen, Dorothy
Lewis- Ribble.
"We had all kinds of beautiful
floats. Each house, dorm and
group would nominate a queen,
The whole campus and the whole
town would get involved. We had a
lot of fun."
Ribble,. a member of Delta Delta
Delta, said UNM campus has
changed considerably.
"Of course the biggest difference
is the size to which UNM has
grown. I don't know the exact
figures, but we were only about
4,500 students."
Some things at UNM remain the
same, she said. "We have heard
some nice things about the pueblo
style of UNM. We have kept the
same type of archtecture, which is
pretty unique."
After graduating Ribble - her
maiden name was Lewis - flew
with
TWA.
"It was good for me, never
having left home, to get out and see
other things. I think everybody
should do it.''
But Dorothy returned and
married Norman Ribble, an NMSU
graduate.
The Ribbles' family has been
Dorothy's primary concern. Their
oldest daughter, Robin, is a senior
at Hardin Simms College, a small

Christian college in Abeilene,
Texas, They also have a son who is
a freshman at Hardin. Their
youngest daughter, Renee, is a
junior at Highland High,
While at UNM, she participated
in several campus activities, which
included being a majorette and a
member of the Who's Who.
Of her classmates Dorothy said,
"There were a lot of veterans from
the Korean war when I was a
senior. ROTC was also quite big on
campus. So, a lot of poeple were
shiped out after graduating.
She is active in Alumni and one
of the four people organizing the
reunion of 1955.

Heavy Vote Crowns Lewis
continued from page 6
UNM's new sovereign serves in
Followmg
tne coronation the student senate, is a member of
tonight, Miss Lewis will reign over Spurs,
Women's
Recreational
the traditional bon-fire and pep Council, Waterlous, and is a
rally, and tomorrow will be Mortar Board freshman advisor.
presented to spectators during halfMiss Stewart is vice-president of
time of the homecoming game Spurs and president of dorm D. In
between the Lobos and Montana addition to her student council
University,
post, she is corresponding secretary
Miss Lewis' crown tonight caps a for the Fiesta committee.
whirlwind career at the university.
Miss Mitchell was vice-president
Slightly less than a year ago she was of her junior class, and is at present
chosen Mirage Popularity Queen. a Mortar Board advisor.
She was also selected as Lambda
Chi Alpha queen.
Friday, Nov. 5, 1954
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Homecoming Queen 1954

INSTRUCTOR- CARRIE KITTELL
Every Tues. Evening for 10 weeks- $10
Register Oct. 14
HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CENTER 823 BUENA VISTA SE

The Second time, you'll buy It for the Beer.

Homecoming
Special

Free
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Dorothy Lewis

MODERN DANCE CLASS

continued on page 7
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Beer
A real maSterpiece from Holland.
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Ifyou think you could~
yourbeer with your eyes closed,
here's your chance.
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How do Schlitz, Budweiser
and Miller compare on taste?
That's for you to decide. Simply rate
each beer from 1 to 10 on the flavor
characteristics below. When you're
finished, try to guess the brands by name.
Very, very few people can do this.

Probably just one beer drinker
in 3 can pass this test.

Does the taste of a beer ever change?
Yes.All beers have changed over the
years. One example is Schlitz. Two years
ago a master brewer named Frank
Sellinger came to Schlitz. He came to be
president. And to brew a Schlitz that was
smoother than any other beer. Taste that
beer for yourself. Because taste is what it's
all about.
All three major premium beers are
distinctly different in taste. After all, they're
made by different brewers using different
ingredients and different brewing
processes. Still, it takes a pretty educated
tongue to tell them apart.

The best beer is#-~·0'1
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This test requires a blindfold. That's
so your eyes won't influence your mouth.
Because taste is all that counts- in this
test, and in a beer. Here's how the test
works.You pour Schlitz, Bud and Miller
into identical glasses. Have a friend label
them 1, 2 and 3 and switch them around.
Now, taste. The one you pick may not be
your beer, but it's the beer with the taste
you want.
See? You can't lose.
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Place beers· numbers on each scale from 1 to 10.

What is that taste you're tasting?
Maybe beer tastes so good because
you're really tasting each sip more than
once. First. the lively, refreshing character
of beer comes .from the aroma and
flavor of the hops. Next, as you
swallow, you sense the richness-the body-that barley
malt adds. Fina!Iy, the finish.
Now the balance of tastes
becomes dear. No one taste
should intrude on your total
beer enjoyment.
~1980.Jos.Schlitz Brewing Company. Milwaukee. WI

brand.
brand.

A still familiar face, then more popular than now, Richard Nixon
visited the UNM Campus and received hearty welcomes from local
politicians Manuel Lujan(left)and Pete Dominici.

Bookstore Under Fire
In Ten-Year-Old Issue
Ron Bernstein

(1970)

Findings of a Lobo survey indicate
that book prices at the UNM
campus bookstore are higher than
at four other Southwestern campus
bookstores.
For example, the findings indicate that the four other
universities
sell
Norton's
Anthology of English Literature
Vol. I in a soft cover edition at an
average price of $6.75. The UNM
bookstore sells only the hard cover
version for $8.45.
The cost of Norton's Anthology,
available in soft cover, is $5.95 at
UTEP and $6.75 at CSU, ASU and

cu.

This survey was undertaken to
find out where bookstore profits
are going and to find out if the
UNM bookstore is making an
above normal profit gain.
"Current prices on cosmetic
items available in the (UNM)
bookstore are in line with
everybody else's, e1ecept discount
houses. The student body should
receive quality and that's what
students get when they purchase
something at the bookstore.''
So said Sy Jackson, ASUNM
bookstore manager, in reply to a
Lobo letter to the editor charging
that the bookstore maintains eKtremely high prices.
Gene Martin, a former salesman
for a supplier of campus bookstores
throughout the Rocky Mountain
area and now a UNM student, said
his dealings with the UNM
bookstore have shown "they are
not reducing their prices in accordance with normal profit gains.
They are exploiting the students like
they are a subculture."
Martin said he offered to supply
the bookstore with pencils at a
cheaper price than they are
currently purchasing them for, but

This float from the 1970 Homecoming parade shows strong support of the military from one taction
of the university population despite trying times nationally.

did not receive the order. "I would
think they would pass the savings
on to the students, but evidently
they're not. I'd like to know where
all the profits are going. They're
surely not going back into the
bookstore."
UNM Comptroller Carrol Lee
explained, "Bookstore profits are
being used to offset the losses in
other areas of the Union."
Lee offered the following figures:
Thus far in fiscal 1970 the
bookstore's income is $1,635,000.
After subtracting e1epenses and
rent, the bookstore has a net profit
of$74,000.
The Union, which supplies
various student organizations with
rooms free of rent, has an income
of $677,000. After expenses and
rent are deducted, the Union has a
net Joss of $83,930, which is made
up by bookstore profits. As of Oct.
I, the total loss for the entire Union
was$9,930.
Union Director Ron Baum said
there is little which can be done to
cut Union costs. "Since we don't
have a student fee which is directly
allocated to the Union, it makes the
problem a very hard one. There has
been some talk of taking out the
bowling alley and replacing it with
something more profitable, but that
plan is just in the very early stages.
One thing that would help curb
some of the Union losses would be
an end to the large amount of
thievery being done in the
bookstore and cafeteria on the part
of students."
Jackson estimates bookstore
losses at almost $20,000 a year due
to theft •
A co-op has been suggested as a
way to cut down on high book
prices on campus. Baum says, "It
would be a rough job for students
because of the high expenses that it
runs into.

Kickoff in
fashions with
Lobo Miss!

Good Luck
Lobo

2118 Central SE
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Go for it!

SUNGLASS HD'QTS
Beginner or advanced. By studying Spanish only, four hours a day, four days a week, for fourteen weeks, you
will earn sixteen semester hours of college Spanish credit.(That's four semesters worth of college Spanish
credit!) The cost is about the same as one semester in a U.S. college, $2,589.

Whether you are a beginner or an advanced student,
your Spanish studies will be greatly enhanced by oppor·
!unities not available in a conventional classroom. Stand·
ardized test scores oi our students show that their
Spanish language skills are better overall than those
obtained by American students who completed standard
two year .Spanish programs in United States colleges and
untverstltes.

This is a rigorous academic program lasting from Feb.
1 to June 1, 1981. The cost of $2,589 includes round trip jet

fare to Seville, Spain, from Toronto, Canada, as well as
room, board, and tuition. Go~ernment grants and loans
apply for eligible students.
You will live with a Spanish faniily.
FULLY ACCREDITED.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E.

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

CALL TOLL FREE

tor full information 1·800-253·9964
(In Mich., or if toll free line inoperative call 1·616-942·2541 collect.)
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4306 lomas al Wosh•ngton

265 86-46

~FAILING TO MEET""
SCHOOL
EXPECTATIONS?

Our new pamphlet can
show you how to organ·
ize for your greater success. 10 day money back
guarantee. Send $3 to
Thistledown Sales, P.O.
Box 971, Pearl River, N.Y.

'" 10965.
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SUB Worker Views
La Posada's Entree Card
A convenit•nt way for Non-Resident Students and Staff to take care
of thme hetw(•<•n dass and work meals.
Bu~

in advam'(•, all those dinners before your \Vednesday night
Ia h. and for any other meals you need to have while on campus.
l'w F11tree eard for $H:i.OO worth of any combination of menls at J,a
Jlosada. Buy one or as many as vou need. Just $14.00, a $16,00
va lm•.

Contact: Housing Reservations

La J•osada llall
277-2606

Holllecolllings Past
Adam Aguirre
With the election of a king and
queen, the preparations for
Homecoming are nearly completed.
Marie H. Ellis, in charge of clerical
specialties at the SUB, has been an
observer of UNM Homecomings
for 16 years, and she has some
interesting comparisons to make.
The general attitude and appearance of the school, Ellis said,
has changed drastically over the
years. From her office she saw
Zimmerman field torn-up and
replaced by the Humanities
building, Woodward Hall and the
bookstore. She also believes that
UNM has lost much of its beauty
because too much grass has been
replaced by concrete and blacktop.
This, she said, makes "our campus
look dirty and feel hot."
Homecoming, Ellis noted, has
especially changed in the time that
she's been here. School spirit in the
early 60's was very high, she said,
but then came the late 60's "when
nothing mattered anymore." Even
recently, she added, students have
displayed a lack of respect and
responsibility, which Ellis said can
be attributed in part to the scandals
surrounding UNM in recent years.
This year has seen a more intense
atmosphere
su rro un ding
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AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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FAIRCHILD
A Schlurnberger Company
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Fairchild rs proud otlts record as an affltmaUve action
and we encourage women, members of minor•
lty uroupstnd handicapped to apply.
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On-Campus Interviews October 20, 1980
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The semiconductor industry is the heart of a technological revolution that promises fundamental changes in the way we will
all work and live. We at Fairchild are committed to a leadership
position in the development of products and processes that will
make that promise a reality.
We offer outstanding career opportunities tor technicallydegreed people in both our Semiconductor and Automatic Test
Equipment product groups. For specific information, please
contact your placement office or write: Fairchild Camera
& Instrument Corporation, College Relation!~, MS 7-100,
464 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94042.
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Codeine, obtained from opium, is one of the most widely
prescribed and used drugs in the U.S. today. Codeine is useful in the
relief of mild to moderate pain and in cough suppression. Aspirin
and acetaminophen are commonly contained in codeine products,
since it appears that these pain-relievers enhance codeine's analgesic
effects.
Commonly prescribed products containing codeine include
Tylenol #3, Phenaphen #3, Capital with Codeine, and Fiornal #3.
Actu~lly, an~ of these preceding names followed by a number
contam codeme; the larger the number, the more codeine the
product contains. Each consecutive number generally represents
double the amount of codeine in the product.
Code!ne acts by ~tirnulating receptors in the brain responsible for
analgesia .. Analgesia .can be thought of simply as pain relief,
although the exact definition is more complex. Most of the opiates
work at these receptors, although with varying degrees of efficiency.
Morphine, for example, is a stronger analgesic than is codeine and is
also tho.ught to better stimulate the receptor.
.Codem~ also has cough suppression properties, which explains its
Wide use m cough and cold preparations. Although codeine has
potent. cough suppression properties, its main side effect,
drowsmess, can make it inconvenient to take. A newer agent,
dextromethorphan, is equal to codeine in cough suppression ability,
yet does not cau~e drowsiness. Drowsiness at times may be desirable
m cold p~eparations, for instance, at night before bedtime. During
t?e worki~g hours, however, dextromethorphan is recommended
smce .codeine could be dangerous when driving a car or operating
machmery,
Si~ce. the main side effect of codeine is drowsiness, any other
mc~Icat1ons you. may be taking which cause drowsiness should be
~v.oided. Thcs~ mcludc antihistamines, barbiturates, medicine for
se.Izurcs, sedallvcs, or any sleeping medications. Make sure to check
With your .doctor or pharmacist for any possible drug interactions.
Some Side effects of codeine administration require medical attention. These include shortness of breath, troubled breathing and
an. unusually slow heartbeat. Constipation and drowsiness also
occur,. bm sh~uld go away as your body adjusts to the codeine. If
any .of ~hese side effects persist, you should either discontinue the
medicauon or see your doctor for additional advice,
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The goal ofllls and Pills is to provide basic drug information to the
community of the University of New Mexico. Drug information is
often controversial, contradictory and is constantly changing, Also,
no Ills and Pills article should be used as a sole guide to selftreatment or drug use,
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Marie Ellis
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Homecoming, she said, and "it's
good to see the kids feeling good
about their school." As a final
comment, Ellis said that one thing
she would like to see come out of
Homecoming is more exposure for
the queen and king, and more
positive publicity for the school.
This, she said, would hopefully
attract more students to the opportunities UNM has to offer.
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For all your special
Homecoming Activities
say it with FLOWERS
from

AL!

THE BUTTONWOOD
The best quality bas1c
waterbed at the
lowest price in the state 1
Ask about our guaranten 1
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Come visit
thea// new
PosH BAGEL
221 6 Central SE
265-5986
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7:45 a.m. H. Cook Homecoming Run;
sponsored by UNM Child Care
Center; 7-kilometer run takes about
one hour; leaves from President
Davis's home, Yale and Las Lomas
NE; registration fee; entry forms and
information available from George
O'Neil, Child Care Center,
277-3365.

Today Oct. 10
8:30a.m .. 5:00p.m. Alumni Homecoming registration, Alumni Office, se·
cond floor of the Student Union.
Park in reserved lot near Johnson
Gym.
10:00 a.m. Tours of main campus in the
"alummobile" leave from fountain
by Popejoy Hall at 10 a.m. Park in
reserved lot near Johnson Gym.
2:00p.m. Alumni tour, as above
6:30 p.m. Alumni Lettermen's Association cocktail buffet, Zia Pressbox,
Univ. Stadium; by invitation.
7:00 p.m. Party for 1950's members of
Alpha Gamma chapter, Alpha Chi
Omega. $7.50 per person; spouses
and quests invited. The sorority
alumnae also will have a table at the
All-University Breakfast.
7:30p.m. Town Club Alumnae beer bust.
Mary Louise Holmquist's home, 724
La Veta NE. $3.00
8:15 p.m. "Give 'em Hell, Harry"-- with
Kevin McCarthy, Popejoy Hall.
9:00 . 1:00 p.m. Dance at the Subway
Station Admission $1.50 with ID, 18
yrs. and older hosted by the Black
Students Union
Student Homecoming Dance sponsored
by RHSA at "The Cellar" in
Hokona.

H81-S2aa

20°/o
Off

lobo
men's
shop
243·6954

2120 Central SE

For
lnfonnation
Call or
Visit
Criterion
Today:

1:00 p.m. Homecoming parade with
band, students' floats, past
Homecoming queens and Gov.
Bruce King. Parade will move south
on University Boulevard from campus to stadium. Open houses at
residence halls, department offices,
museums, galleries, Greek houses;
after parade; details available at
reg istr atio n.
2:30-4:30 p.m. Young people's
Homecoming festival; sponsored by
UNM Child Care Center; music,
food, entertainment in Yale Park.
4:00 p.m. 25th reunion cocktail party for
the Class of 1955. McDavid Lounge
in University Arena.
5:00 p.m. Tamale fiesta sponsored by the
Alumni Assn. for all alums; 5 p.m. to
game time; University Arena; $1;
tickets sold at registration only.
7:00 p.m. Homecoming football game;
Lobos vs. Colorado State Rams.
Homecoming halftime show University Stadium; $8; tickets sold at the
gate and in advance at athletic ticket
office in University Arena and at
Homecoming Registration.
After game All-alumni dance and lOth
reunion party for the Class of 1970;
live country-western music; free
drink tickets available at registration; starts· after the game; Hilton
Inn, Menaul and University NE.
Free Homecoming Dance after the game
in the Ballroom.
10:00 p.m. · 1:00 a.m. Fly with Fame
Guests $3.00 Sponsored by the
Black Students Union

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Criterion
INSUR.ANCE COMPANY

1611 C..l1le SE
(C.Sitle lc Glblon)

265-5695

We specialize in everything from
tire repair to complete motor overhauls on HONDA, YAMAHA, KAWA·
S~KI, and SUZUKI motorcycles.
All work Is unconditionally
guaranteed and we challenge you
to compare quality.

CluJ IIenger
llntcrprl•e•
8206 LOMAS NE
285-8355
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{J}aterbed Palace
2103 Carlisle Blvd N E
Carlisle atl-40
268·3384 HOURS: 10·9 Mon thru Sat. 12-5
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OLE SCRATCH
now playing
PRE•.GAME MEXICAN BUFFET

5-7 Oct.11

Wear RED to the Game

UP IN THE AIR
OVER BIKE REPAIRS?

~v/S.4~

,1

FOR ALL LOBO FANS

CHECK THESE
VALUABlE BENEFrrS
Low down payments
Convenient payment plans
Countrywide claim service
Money-saving deducdbles
Dependable protection
Personal service
Immediate coverage
Free rate quotation

~
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8:00 a.m. Alumni Lettermen's Association breakfast; Athletic Director
John Bridgers speaks. South Golf
Course clubhouse; by invitation.
8:00a.m. Symposium on energyconservation buildings; sponsored
by College of Engineering. New
mechanical engineering building
north of Hodgin Hall.
8:30 a.m. World War II Navy ROTC reu·
nion breakfast. La Esquina
restaurant in,first Plaza; $4; RSVP
to Harry Kinney, 831-3140, or Hank
Qillis, 844-5535.
8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Alumni
Homecoming registration; keepsake
pins to be sold for $1 to the first 100
alums registering. Alumni Office,
second floor of the Student Union.
Park in reserved lot near Johnson
Gym.
9:00 a.m. All-alumni breakfast; spon·
sored by Mortar Board alumnae for
all men and women graduates. Stu-,
dent Union Ballroom. Tickets,
$4.00, must be purchased in ad·
vance in Alumni Office or from Mor·
tar Board alumnae.
10:00 a.m. Dedication of new mechanical
engineering building north of
Hodgin Hall followed by building
tours and alumni reception.

Auto&Cycle
Insurance-

BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

Saturday continued

Saturday Oct. 11

1!0\H l Ut-1i"'(J (fOOTBALL) MUM CORSAGES $4.75
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Alumni-Students,
You are cordially invited to Albuquerque's largest
and finest Country & Western-Disco night dub.
Enjoy the finest country swing Sunday, Tuesday,
Wednesday; and Friday.
Dance to Disco-Funk on Tlrun~clay anti Satut'llay.
Ride our mechanical Bull, shoot 1>ool, & enjoy
yourself every night.
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Car headlights streak by an open camera shutter as they travel past Coronado Hall on Redondo
Drive. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

UNM Not Better, Alumnus Says
Robert Sanchez

graduates of the university? Ned
Elder is a graduate from the Class
Ned Elder is a graduate from of 1930.
UNM, has worked for the Standard
"There were only about four to
Oil Company and the F.B.I. What five hundred students in 1926,"
makes him different from most Elder recalled, "and about six to
eight hundred students in 1930."
Today on campus there are nine
fraternities, with one more being
chartered, and six sororities.
"There were five of each," Elder
said, referring to the fraternities
and sororities in 1930, "and it was
accepted to be a member of one."
The entertainments for students
at the university were athletics,
dances, dating, picnics, and a
"place across the campus on
Central that served non-alcoholic
beverages," Elder recollected.
Elder compared the university of
the 1980's to what it was like in the
1930's, "There was little political
activity. I remember Clyde Tingley

(for whom Tingley Beach was
named) was running for governor.
He received limited support from
the students." Elder said that
World War 1 had been over just a
few years, and there was a lot of
prosperity until 1930, so students
did not think much about national
or international politics,
"The students today have more
individualism," Elder said, "they
don't have quite the patriotism
students had in 1930." He said he
thinks this is due to a breakdown in
discipline; the homelife has
changed.
Elder said that the university
today is larger and offers more
courses than it did in 1930. "1 think
that the university improved after
the 1970's," Elder said, "but I
don't think that the university
today is any better than it was in
1930."

That's how much
UNMavoided
in natural gas
and electricity costs
last year
due to its
Energy Conservation Program.

.'

Beans Gleans

by Fred M. 'Beans' Renfro

In many ways, college prepares you to think independently •. That's
a great quality for an engineer to have. But just as important is the
ability to work effectively on a team. We've found that the results
of team work are much, much greater than the sum of the parts.
That's why Fluor, one of the country's largest and leading engineering and construction firms, is organized totally around the team
concept.
As a new engineer you'll be assigned to a project that matches your
abilities and interests. You'll stay with the project from start tt'
finish, an. the while developing new skills and polishing your ability
to contnbute as a task force member. We think the approach
makes you more capable of independent creativity, not less. At the
same time you're in the perfect position to leam from more experienced professionals who come from many disciplines. For the new
graduate in particular, that is a productive place to be.
So if you're thinking about your potential in the job market why
1
not think about doubling it? Let us tell you more about the Fiuor
team and about the great salary, full benefits and advancement potential that make us a top Fortune SOO company. We will be interviewing on campus Wednesday,October 15, 1980 for the following
disciplines:

Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Chemical Engineering
For more details, contact your placement office.

if FLUOR
'Y

ENGINEERS & CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
An

Opportunity

M/F

During the twenties and thirties, New Mexico and Albuquerque in
particular did not have a state fair. To lure the tourist dollar, to
cultivate the arts, and to raise hell and have a good time generally, a
week-long project in the fall known as "The First American" came
into being. A movie mock-up of Taos Pueblo four stories high and
five feet thick .inside the dirt auto race track five miles east of town
provided the backdrop for the week-long pageant. Our southeastern
neighbors have borrowed the idea in their "Six Flags over Texas"
fiasco in this day.
Indian trader Mike Kirk, manager of the Albuquerque Gas and
Electric Company Arthur Prager, and Mayor Clyde Tingley were
instrumental in the birth and sustenance of the festival. Indian
families received $5 to camp near the racetrack on the Mesa and take
part in the action during the week. Afternoon rodeos, held daily,
lured most of the cowboys in New Mexico to the site. A majestic
parade down Central opened the gala occasion featuring all the
Indians, cowboys, caballeros, senoritas, pioneers, forty-niners, high
school bands, orchestras, and cavalry. The Sherriff's Posse had not
yet come into the world for parade purposes, but gaily decked Indian
families in wagons were picturesque.
The first night of the pageant depicted Indian pueblo life in New
Mexico prior to the coming of the European. Famed Navajo
baritone Chief Yowlachee greeted the dawn from atop the pueblo.
Effective lighting changed darkness into day; the Sandia Mountains
made an effective setting behind the scene; and the moon generally
lent its presence. Mounted Coronado and his foot soldiers came
from the south at 9 p.m. and conquered the pUeblo after a
sanguinary battle.
On Tuesday night, Spain, then Mexico, ran the performance as La
Golandrina was unfolded. General Kearny put his quietus to that,
however, and read his proclamation in the plaza before closing time.
Army post life, mining ventures, and frontier battles and life with
the Indians occupied the third night of New Mexico history. Modern
Albuquerque and civilized city life was displayed on the fourth night
of the venture. A grand finale completed the .fifth night's show, A
happy, prosperous confluence of the three cultures emerged. How
lucky we were to be living here in this unlimited grand vacation spot
of enchanted shifting lands; and what a future presented itself,
especially to those of the correct political party.
Such names as Shorty Kelso, who bulldogged a steer from a car;
Jules Verne Allen, who could sing a hundred cowboy ballads; Indian
Princess Lou-Cha-Enya; Eduardo Sandoval, Albuquerque's
romamic caballera; Nate Hernandez, and his famed Le Grande
Mexican orchestra all became household words.
The university always managed to have a home football game on
Saturday, following the fun week.
'Tis a sweet remembrance~ "The First American."

Let's keep a good thing going.

UNM Energy Conservatioh Program
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Arts
Zappa and Company
Will Play at Johnson
AI Louis

Frank Zappa will appear at Johnson Gym on Sunday, Oct. 12 at 8 p.m.

"Alright, folks, don't touch that
dial!" Frank Zappa is coming to
Johnson Gym 8 p.m. Sunday for
his first Albuquerque appearance,
and it's bound to be great!
Zappa, who is known for his
bizarre brand of L.A. humour and
his masterful guitar playing, is
coming to town as part of his "Fred
Zeppelin" tour, promoting his new
album of the same name.
Although Frank distains all
forms of illegal drugs, his music is
highly popular amoung freaks,
hippies, heads and other refugees
from the 60's who have found the
current brand of commercial FM
Rock to be somewhat Jacking in
punch and character. Zappa is not
only a musical genius - he can
wail, too!
Zappa's work ap~ea_rs to ha~e
two major charactenstJcs, one 1ts
being wittily gross and perverted,
and, the conducting of a private
war against disco, the draft,
television, and anything else that

A Popular Entertainment Committee
and New West prese!_ltation

NITIIere·

has caught the attention or outrage
of the popular culture. These
themes can be found in such Zappa
classics as The Torture Ne~e~
Stops, Titties and Beer, Dancm
Fool and J Don't Wanna. Get
Drafted. He is also given to fhg?ts
of fantasy as call be found on Billy
the Mountain and Joe's Garage.
So, as the ads say, "Be there ~r
be rectangular!" By the way, don t
wait until next year, for as Frank
says, "The world is no~ ~etting ~ny
smarter out there, 1t s gettmg
stupider!"

Rape Awareness
Concert Tonight
Helen Gaussoin
A performer of "wo":len's
music" will have a concert Fnday,
Oct. 17 at 8 p.m. as part of Rape
Awareness Week, Lynn Rosner,
director of the Rape Crisis Center,
says,
.
Meg Christian, a smger,
songwriter and guitarist, will
perform music for and by women at
the Kimo Theater in a concert that
is "the only part of the whole week
that is strictly entertainment,"
Rosner says.
Christian, founder of Olivia
Records, the national women's
recording company, says, "The
world does so much to try to isolate
us - I want to use my music to help
us support each other's process and
celebrate our mutual strength."
She received the Gay Academic
Union's 1979 Performing Arts
Award and has had her songs
printed in several magazines.
In addition to having performed
for other artists, she has recorded
two albums on the Olivia label and
is working on her third.
Christian will be joined by Vivian
Fernandez and Sue Young, who
performs in English and Spanish.
Concert tickets are $5 at all
Ticketmaster locations, and the
concert will be translated into sign
language for the hearing-impaired.

Up
fierlr'iee
Deadline ror LIP SERVlCE is noon the day before

the announcement is lo run.
The, following films will be shown by the ASUNM
Film Committee this Wl!ek:
Friday, Oct. 10, at7,9:tS and JI:JOp.m., "Eul of
f::den;' - Elia Kalan directed Ihis pklure with Jame,_
Dean as one of two brothers fighting within him!icl(
ttl gain his own identity and a

father's love.
Samrday, Ocl. II, at 7, 9:15 ahd 11:30 p.m.,

"'Shadows ot Forli;olten AnCHton"' -

A 1964 film

ftom the Soviet Union called by a reviewer ()ne or
Russia's most ••unorthodo't, Sensual-erotic' films.'*
BIKk Sludcnl Unlon D•ntt- in the Subway Stalion

OCT. 12th, 8:00 PM ·
JOHNSON GYMNASIUM
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
Tickets Available at:

All Ticket Master Locations

on Friday. Oct. 10, rrom 9 p.m. to I a.m. Admission
isSI.~O wiih an 10,18 years or older.
Homecoming Dance- in the SUb Daflroom after the
game Satutday. Fly With Fame fron110 p.m. h.1 I a.m.
Free to UNM studentsj guest 1s admi$sion priceisS3.
Men Looklnl Inside - As a man, ar,.- you cotnfortabte with the male ro1e1 This workshop for men
will focus on the isstle or rape as a. way of making the
connection between personal and social polities.
Workshop is Saturday. Oct. 11, frorrt 9::1() a.m. to 4
p.m. For more Information call 247.0707. A Rape
Awareness Event.
Lw:o-Bra:alll.a Ci11b•s- Feijoada and Samba Party.
come dine on brazil's national dish and learn how to
samba. Saturday1 Oct. 11 1 from 7 p.m. tO midnight in
the International tenter. Tickets available at the:
LangUage Arts Office in Ortega Hall; at lnternD.tional
Services and in the SUB room 2~00, from noon to
1:30 p.m.

PHI ALPHA TIIETA -

wlll hold its monthly

meeting on Monday, Oct. 13, at 3;30 p.m. In the
History Muhi·Purpose room. Guest speaker will be
OSA l'resit.lent Paul Kru~e.
UNM Pre-Law Auoclallon - meeting at 7~30 p.m.
Monday. Oct. 13. in Ortega-Hall room 147.
lnlernallon•llt exhibited Anlst, - William Larson,
who~ media et\compass bOth black and whhe and
cnlor photography. will speak aboUI ht!. Work. The
talk will -be at 8 tJ.m·. In room 2018 or the Fine Arts
Center. Admissfon lSi free~
Department o(State Foreign Service- rcpresentati'lewill be at Career Services In Mesa VIsta Hall room

2131 on Monday, Oct. 13, at 10 a.m. to speak on and
answer qcestlons about caree; opportunitte.s within
the Foreign Service.

Presented by the Albuquerque United Artists, now appearing at the Downtown Center for
the Atts, "Company Tie" by Ernest Jackson ( left), and "On the Beach for Neil young."
(Photo by Bob Griffin)

Center Shows
Local Works

The ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

J. Chavez
The Downtown Center for the
Arts has become a landmark in
Albuqueruque by tapping New
Melcico's deep artistic tradition,
said center staff member Martha
Trolin.
The center, at 216 Central S.W.,
provides an outlet for lesser-known
artists, Trolin said.

Senator
Willia01 Proxn1ire

This weekend, the center will
feature "Narrative Arts," which
displays paintings, drawings, and
watercolors that tell stories. Several
artists are displaying their works.
Admission is free.
"We try to provide a setting for
an artist who doesn't want to worry
about perfect lighting, setting, or
polished performance," Trolin
said. "Here the artists can just be
creative, and we'll help in any way
we can."
the center's more than 80
performances have all been well
attended, Trolin said, partly
because of the artistic traditions of
New Mexico.
"New Mexico has a deeply
rooted art heritage, starting with
the Anasazi Indians, then the
Spanish and finally the Anglo
influences. All cultures have been
rich in art. A New Melcico artist will
not be sneered at in New York or
California. New Mexico has gained
respect in art circles everywhere,"
Trolin said.
Another reason for its success is
the diversity the center offers,
Trolin said.
"Generally, people can come
here month after month and see
different types of art as well as
different artists. One month we
emphasize theater, then watercolor,
then film and so on. It's always
fresh, always new."

Friday October 10,1980 3:30p.m.
Woodward Hall Room 147

1'he center provides headquarters
for the Albuquerque United
Artists, a local artists union often
featured at the center.
The union is a non-J'rofit
organization dedicated to advance
Albuquerquean's awarness of local
art.
The founder and curator is John
Bag glary, who started the center
two years ago.
Most performances are free or
involve only a minimal admission
fee,

Everyone Welcome

Admission is Free!
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Arts and Activities
Art Shows
Marlpo5a G'llllery- Tapestrjes b)' Judith Carr and large ntku, sculptural vase forms, by Carolyn Sale
atll3 Romero N.W. t)uough Oct 17.

The f'rederick Welsm11n Company Colle.; lion of Callfornl1 Art- On display now thrc;tugh Oct, 15 at
the Albuquerque Museum. Hours: Monday through Friday, to a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, 1
to~p.m.

ATTE~TION

STUDE~TSUI

STARTING OCT. 7th, 1980

~

VILLA HAIR DESIGNS
2914 CENTRAL S.E.
(CENTRAL AND GIRARD)

WILL BE OFFERING
$5.00 OFF ALL CUTS- REG. $15.00
$10.00 OFF ALL PERmS WITH CUT
15% OFF ALL OUR SEB~ING PRODUCTS.

THIS OFFER WILL

UNM Art Museum- has a photograph~ exhibition, "Light Abstractions/' in the:! North Gallery. The
mu~eum ls open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a,.m. to S p.m. aJld 7 to 10 p.m. It Is also open
Saturday and Sunday from I to$ p.m. Admission Is free.
,
• ..
,
UNM Arc Museum- in Upper Gallery, Fifty Years Aga, Amenean Art Exh1b1uon. A. .sweep1ng survey
of Americlln Art of 192510 193.5. See above calender entry for museum hours.
Lel'.s Booalc at Oakl~sl- a photosraphtc exhibition by Miguel A, Gandert at. the ASA O~llery:
Meridian Gallery- showing La Fan, recent work through Thursday, October 30. Mendlan IS at 220
CentralS. W., telephone 243-3418.
Johnson Callery- showing recrnt paintings by Kip Sudduth through Oct, 23 at 1909 Las Lomas.
Albuquerque United Artists- showing, Narrative Art, through Nov 1' at the Downtown Center for
the Arts at216 Central S.W.

Music

UNM SJmphony Orcheslra- under the direction of conductor Harol Weller will open its 1980·81
season with a free: concert in Popejoy Hall on Tuesday, Oct. 14 at8: IS p.m.
Baroque and Renal!lliiiR~e Mualt- performed In the Alumni Chapel by Susan Patrick, Floyd Williams
11nd John Truitt, The concc:rl is part of the Keller Hall series and Will be Sunday, Oct. 22 at 4 p.m.
The Woody Shaw Oulnlel- presenled by the .New Me"ico J11zz Workshop, will perform Saturday,
Oct. 11 at the Kimo Theatre atS: p.m., opening band is locaJ, Alma.
Frank Zappa will be appcarring in concerl at Johnson Gym on Sunday, Oct, 12 at 8 .p.m. Produced by

Moken of Monti Mo,M

appy Homecoming

lntlion Jowolry
&18TOWN

To Ten UNM Coaches
Several UNM coaches ;1re also Dir:ctor and softball coach, Susan
UNM alumni. They are:
Cra1g.
UNM ;1ssistant football coach
Women's track coach Tony
Rocky Long, graduated from UNM Sandoval.
in 1971. Long was a member ofthe
Women's gymnastics coach
football team playing quarterback Claudia Cagle,
and lettered three times. He was
Women's golf coach Henry
All-Conference i.n 1971 and holds Sandles.
the all-time career total offense
Men's golf coach Dwaine Knight.
record with 4461 yards.
Head baseball coach Vince
Director of Women's Athletics Cappelli.
Linda Estes.
Strengh coach Pete Martinelli.
Women's Sports Information
Ski coach George Brooks.

a

Ex-Lobos Made Pro

ASUNMPEC.

EJKhteen Tons or Music- a behind the scenes view or the inner workings of a major symphony or..
chema is the focus of a thlry minute special that will air Monday, Oct, 13 at 10:30 p.m. onKNMETV

s.

Theatre

Thf! Vortr:c Theatre- showing its production of LUV by Murray Schisgal at 8 p.m., will run Friday
through Sunda)' nights through October 12. Tickets are $3 for general admission, children's tickets are
Sl .SO. For more inrormatloo call247-8600 pr 345-.S407.
Tlrrany Playhouse- presents Laura, a murdc:r mystery by Vera Caspary and George Sklar. The show
will star Lloyd Lamb and Sharon Copeland and wlU play Fridays and Saturdays through Sunday, Nov.
(

T~e Unknown Soldier nd

Ills Wire - by Peler Uslinov will run Tuesday, Ocl 14 through Saturday,
Ocl )8 at Bp.m. For licket reserValion$ or more Information, call2774402.
GIYe 'Em Hellllarry- performed by Kevin McCarthy, will play in Popejoy Hall on Friday, Oc110 at
8:15 p.m. and is prescn,ed by the UNM Homecoming Committee and Popejoy Hall lassies Theaue.
for more Information calli he Pope Joy ticket-orrice at277·J121.

BE EXTENDED THRU DEC., 1980
With valid ID only

3 SEBRING CERTIFIED CUTTERS

0~;"tllhf.'r 10,

New ASA Exhibit Reception Tonight
The opening reception for the
ASA Gallery "Political Theme" art
show will be at 7 p.m. on Friday,
Oct. 10.
All types of political art are
featured in the exhibit, ranging
from radical to conservative. It will

run from Friday, Oct. 10, through
Friday, Oct. 31.
The UNM Associated Student
Art Gallery is located in the
basement of the SUB across from
the SUB Theatre. For more information, call277 -2667.

Members of the UNM football
teams of the past who have played
or are now playing professional
football are;
Chris Combs, TE, Houston
Oilers. Charlie Baker, LB, · St.
Louis. Walt Arnold, LA Rams. Jon
Sutton, DB, Kansas City Chiefs.
Mike Williams, Kansas City Chiefs.
Preston Dennard, SE, Rams. Bruce
Herron, LB, Miami Dolphins,
Chicago Bears. Dave Green, OT,
Kansas City Chiefs. Andy Fredrick,
OT, Dallas Cowboys. Robin Cole,
LB, Pittsburgh Steelers. Edger Bell,
G, British Columbia Lions. Ken
Brown, G, Oakland Raiders,
Denver, Kansas City. Steve Myers,
QB, Seattle Seahawks. Randy Rich,
DB, Denver Broncos, Detroit
Lions, Cleveland Browns. Steve
Bauer, K, Philadelphia Eagles. Ken
Smith, E, Cleveland Browns. John
Stewart, E, Philadelphia Eagles.
Don Woods, RB, San Diego
Chargers. Fred Henry, RB, Los
Angles Rams. Rocky Long, DB,
British Columiba Lions. Rodney
Wallace, T, Dallas Cowboys. Sam
Scarber, RB, San Diego Chargers.
Emilio Vallez, E, Chicago Bears.
Paul Smith, T, Denver Broncos.
Gary Plumlee, E, New York Jets,
Buffalo Bills. Mario Marianni, T,

Washington Redskins. Stan
Quintana, QB, Minnesota Vikings.
Dave Hettema, T, San Francisco
49ers, Atlanta Falcons. Jack
Abendschan, G-K, Saskatchewan
Rough Raiders. Don Perkins, FB,
Dallas <?owboys. Ben Agajanian,
K, Baltimore Colts, Green Bay
Packers, San Diego Chargers.

1954 Punter
ComeBack!
The 1980 UNM football team has
had some problems with the
punting portion of the team.
Call in A. L. Terpening, who
punted for the Lobo team from
1952-54. In 1954, he was the No. I
punter in the nation.
Terpening, from Artesia, New
Mexico, still holds the following
records: most punts made in a
single game, 17, against Montana in
1952. Most punts in a career, 138.
Punting average for the season,
45.6 yards in 1954.
Terpening could not be reached
for comment on whether or not he
would return to punt for the Lobos.

oft\C8 Of8l' .-.- ;.;7-3121
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Arts
Center \or \h e

25°/o Off
The largest selection
of photographic paper
in the Southwest.

Thl' Blul' Agaw plant is what gives Tequila its unique
flan11:
Legally, hm\'l'\'er, Tequila can contain as little as 51";,
Blue Agave and still call itsclfTcquila.
Other Tt•quila makers take advantage of this legal
technicality.
Thl'y add sugar, water or earn mel coloring.
Some even add all three.
Hcrradura.on the other hand,adds nothing.
It's made from !00'';, Blue Agave.
So it's naturally flavorful.Naturally smooth.
And naturally mellow. It's also one of the few
Tequilas that's 92 proof.
Of course, if you're
prepared to settle for
a Tequila that's less than
100"~ Agave, there are
a lot of less expensive
bntnds to choose from.
But if you want the
world's finest Tequila,
there's only one to choose from.

Agfa
IIford
Kodak
At. Kurt's three locations
Bring this ad and your student 10
Offer expires October 31 , 1980
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Sports
Lobos Battle the Colorado Rams
The Lobo football team will
perform Saturday night against
Colorado State University as the
main spectacle for the 1980
Homecoming festivies.
UNM head coach Joe Morrison
and his team will be looking for
their third
Western Athletic
-Conference victory this season.
Right now they are 2-0 in con, fercnce play.
Middle guard Greg Azar, who
was out for two weeks with a
bruised leg, will return to the Lobo
lineup. Cornerback Sharay Fields,
who has been battling a sprained
ankle all season should also be able
to play Saturday. Not playing will
be strong safety Tracy Mounts,
who suffered a shoulder separation
last week after replacing Todd
Campbell, who is out for the season
and underwent knee surgery this
week, Replacing Mounts will be
Julius Johnson.
UNM is not the only team with
injury problems; Colorado has a
few of its own. At least three Ram
starters will not start Saturday due
to injury.
Looking good is the UNM
defense which leads the WAC in
total defense, allowing the enemy
an average of only 254 yards a game
and rushing defense, allowing only
137.6 per game. The defense is tied
with Hawaii in pass defense,
allowing only 117 yards.
Also leading the WAC is place
kicker Pete Parks, who is averaging
1.6 per game.
The game is scheduled to start at
7 p.m. at University Stadium.
Before the game, U.S. Marines will
A member of the UNM football team readies himself for the game, stage a rappeling demonstration
taking a last look around the room to see if he left anything. It is from a helicipter located several
rumored that this particular team member has been having some hundred feet above the playing
personal problems. (Photo by Linda Williams)
field.

UNM Leads Tourney,
Armour Ahead by 3
Rob<~rt

Johnson

The New Mexico Lobo's first
golf team was prevented from
stealing away early with the team
trophy of the Tucker Invitational
yesterday because the gorilla, the
University's South Course, does
not like to see the host mistreat its
guests.
The gorilla would rather mistreat
everybody itself,
When second-place Arizona
could do no better than a combined
10-over·par 298, New Mexico only
managed a 297.
For the tourney, the Lobos are at
87 6 and Arizona is still within range
at 885. They are followed by UCLA
and Colorado, which remained
deadlocked with 307 (898), New
Mexico State at 302 (901), Texas
Weslyan at 317 (917), New Mexico
second team at 315 (918), and Tulsa
with 317 (921).
Lobo Tommy Armour was
decked five times by three-putt
greens on his way to a three-over
par75.
However, Armour was still able
to maintain his three-shot lead in
the individual title hunt over Dave
Russell of Arizona, who also fired a
75. Armour goes into today's final
round with three-under 213, and
Russell is at 216.
"The pin placements were as
tough as I've seen here," Armour
said. "Those three-putts killed

UNM quarterback Brad Wright speaks to the crowd at the
Homecoming King and Queen Coronation on Wednesday. (Photo
by Linda Williams)

me.''
When told he would have to
shoot a 64 today to break the course
record for four rounds, Armour

Rugby Club
Set to Plav
;

The UNM Rugby Club is one or
sixteen men's and eigh! women's
rugby clubs competing in the 9th
Annual High Desert Classic this
weekend.
The annual event is sponsored by
the Albuquerque Aardvard Rugby
Club,
Teams from the Southwestern
states ar, well as Alaska and Oregon
will be playing.
The teams will play Saturday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the south
field, near the UNM football
stadium. The finals will be held
Sunday beginning at I J a.m. at the
Albuquerque Sports Stadium.

replied, "I'm just going to try to
win the tournament."
UNM's Don Hurter moved up to
third with a two-over 74 (218) ahead
of Dale Faulkner of Arizona, Steve
Jones of Colorado and Steve Pate
of UCLA at 220, Faulkner shot a
75, Jones a 74 and Pate a 77.
Ted Brodzik (77) of Tulsa is tied
with Lobo Mike Putnam (75) at
222. They are trailed by John Baum
of New Mexico at 223 and a baby
logjam of eight golfers at 224,
including second Lobo team
members Dal Daily and Tom
Byrum,
Even par was the best that could
be shot Thursday as New Mexico
State's Steve Haskins and the
Lobo's Baum turned the trick.
"John Baum had the key round
for us," UNM coach Dwaine
Knight said.
"UCLA shot themselves out of
the tournament, so Arizona is our
only worry," Knight said.
Other Lobo first team scores
show John Fields at 229 after
ballooning to a 79 yesterday, and
Robbie Powell at 231 after a 74, his
best round of the tourney.
Knight concluded, "We're
looking forward to a shoot-out. To
be a good team we .have to perform
well in these situations. We'll see if
we have what it takes to win."
Winning depends on how
conciliatory the gorilla feels as the
party is ending. If he isn't calm, the
Lobos may have to fight.
Golfers will tee off for final
round of the tournament today at

7:30a.m.

Frisbee Golf Set
The Intramural Department's
next activity in the "Get a way"
program is frisbee golf, scheduled
for today and Saturday.
The "Getaway program" is a
series of programs of outdoor
activities sponsored by the
Intramural
Department
for
students, faculty and staff at UNM.

A member of the New Mexico' Frisbee Association practices for
the upcoming 1980 New Mexico Frisbee Open. The open will be
held Saturday from 9-4, and Sunday from 10-4. The tournament will
be held at Battan Park. Those interested in participating in the
open may sign up on Saturday at the tournament. (Photo by Randy
Montoya)

Today at 4 p.m., a Frisbee Clinic
is scheduled for students who are
interested in learning about the
game of frisbee golf and who want
to know how to use the UNM
Frisbee Golf Course. Pat Dexter,
who is well-known in the "frisbee
world," will be the instructor at the
clinic.
At 10 a.m. Saturday, a round of
golf is scheduled for all those who
are interested. Tee-off is at the bell
in the mall.
There will be free refreshments.

.~t~·~~t~~·~~.t~··~t~~~~j

The End Is Near!

THEASUNM FILM COMMITTEE WEEKEND FILMS-SUB THEATER

That's right! The end of your waiting is over! Next
Monday the International Center will start serving
delicious ethnic meals for under $2.00.
Mondays ll:30am to 1:30pm 1808 Las Lomas NE

SERGEI PARAJANOV'S
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AFTER THE GAME

IN '1'111~ IIAI.I.IlftOJI

from 1Q:OOp-nto·1•00am

FLY ALL NIGHT WITH

The Immortal JAMES DEAN

in
Eli a Kazan's

EAST OF EDEN
Tonight, Friday Oct. 10
7:00, 9:15 & 11 :30
ASU NM students·$1.25 GSA·$1.50 Others·$1. 75

Subscribe to the Daily Lobo Today
$l()t" for an ell tire year& the weeklysummer editions too. Vi~it ourof~i~es in M arronl~all. or order by muil to:
Vaillf Lolm, UNM Box 20, Alb., N .M. 87131. We can start mail Ill!( your subscnphon tomorrow

Tomorrow night, Saturday Oct. 11
7:00, 9:15 & 11 :30
ASU NM student·$1.25 GSA·$1.50 Others·$1.75
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Unlike almost any other film
released by the U.S.S.R.,
WILD HORSES OF FIRE is one
of those rare films which is
visually so rich that the experience of seeing it has more
in common with listening to
a fine piece of music than
with watching the average
movie. The fantastically rich
material has been given a
cinematic treatmeti't that appears to have been influenced by the experimental
film movement, by modern
cinema-verite camera techniques, by the new wave, and
by the subtle use of composition and color in the Japanese
cinema.
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HELP! MY ROOMMAT~ has join«! !he Army! 1
nt'td a roommate before the ~nd of October 10 snare a
very nice hi'Q bedroom, rurnished apartment With
fireplace;, parking, etc. l live up ·in Sunset Count!')'

Rural Electrification Administration

Careers: Electric/Telephone Engineering
Excellent opportunities In Rural
Electrification and
Telecommunications for Electrical
Engineers and Electronic
Engineers.
Ask your Placement Officer for
pamphlets telling what the Rural
Electrification Administration
offers for a challenging career with
all advantages of the Federal Civil
Service.

Buffalo, LA, Are Upset .Victims

EE seniors sign up for a personal
Interview with the REA Recruiting
Representative Who will be at your
Placement Office October 20, 1980

The disasters keep flowing along.
My Vegas line is about 20 games
under last year at this time. But I
just noticed that I'm not the only
one that bad. Pro Football Weekly,
probably the most informative NFL
magazine, is at 20-34 against the
spread so far this season - with its
best bets at a lowly 4-8, What all of
this means is don't believe the socalled experts.
The week. Home team in cap's:
ATLANTA 24 - NY Jets 21:
Will the Jets ever explode? So far
they have only been in one game
where they had a chance of winning, Falcons have beaten undefeated teams in consecutive
weeks and are four points and

(;(nfAJv
...-..
~

REA Is an Equal Opportunity
Employer

The $55 Haircut
for a whole lot less!

* Our price s1soo

Who would go to a barber who
charges $55 for a haircut? Paul
Newman, Peter Lawford, Richard
Benjamin, Paul Anka, Lee Marvin,
Michael Sarrazin and Richard Jaekell,
are just some of the notables and
celebrities who have their hair cut by
Jim Markham.
And now you, too, can get your
hair cut with the M<1rkham Style In·
novator Method for >J!)OO (a lot less
thdn $55), The Markham Style In·
novalor Method Shop listed below of·
fers you styling expertise and methods
developed by Jim Markham. In addi·
lion they're exclusive sources of the
much-wanted Markham Style Innovator Grooming Products. Indulge
yoursell.

$3.00off!
with this ad

Offt>r good lhru ()(lobt>r 31, 1980
Mw (U~toml'rs only

7804 Central SE

Exclusi11ely by appointment

255-0166

(between Wyoming and Louisiana)

about 40 seconds from being unbeaten themselves. 7-point Atlanta
favorite looks like too much.
MINNESOTA 21- Chicago 17:
Minny beat up on Bears in the
Windy City, but Payton's boys may
be ready to break out of their
slump. Minny should cover 3.
DALLAS 24 - San Francisco
21: 49ers ready to fall apart, but
Cowboys can't keep killing teams
by the margin they have been. SF is
not th~t good but like I said Dallas
can't run it up again - bet Frisco
with 9 1-2.
DETROIT 34 - New Orleans
17: Lions get back on winning
track, while Saints may be heading
towards their worst season ever which is really saying something,
considering they have never had a
winning season, II 1-2 is a lot to
give, but Lions will cover.
TAMPA BAY 27- Green Bay
3: The Pack is tied for second, but
used their quot~ of points for the
next month by scoring 14last week.
McKay will have Bucs •eal mad.
TakeTampaminus7.
ST. LOUIS 24 - Los angeles 23:
UPSET SPECIAL: Two teams that
are starting to gel. The Rams have
had their share of upsets for a
while, but I just have a good feeling
about this one. Rams are a slim 3 12 favorite, but it looks good to take
Cards.
Philadelphia 26 - NY GIANTS
19: The Giants are as bad as the
Jets, having been outscored 87-13
in their past three games, but play
Philly tough at home. Take NY
with 7 l-2.
PITTSBURGH 30 - Cincinnati
13: Bengals played four of the best
teams in football in their opening
games - and almost won all of
them. But they choked away the
season against the Packers last
week and should be easy game for
the Steelers. 13 1-2 is about as much
as you'll see, but Pittsburgh should
cover.
SEATTLE 31 - Cleveland 20:
This is the perfect time for a
Scahawk fold, but maybe they will

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
1.

PERSONALS

THE CALl OF the wild awaits you, L.
weekend. R. D,

believe a win will put them in top
contention, Hawks will cover 4 if
they want.
Houston 27 - KANSAS CITY
23: Both teams should reverse roles
from last week. Oilers better get
going soon or will have a lot of
ground to make up as the season
progresses. KC will keep it closer
than 5,
NEW ENGLAND 25 - Miami
21: Time for Dolphs to get pushed
back to ,500. Take Miami with

7.
San Diego 26 -OAKLAND 16:
Raiders are dead, and Chargers will
be ready for a proper burial. Diego
flop last week was due to Buffalo's
potential - not a choke, Chargers
to cover 4 1-2.
Baltimore 21 - BUFFALO 20:
UPSET SPECIAL: .Bills are for
real, but may look past Colts after
big win. Baltimore is back as long
as Jones is healthy. Take Colts with

3.
MONDAY OCT. 13:
DENVER 24 - Washington 14:
Two teams picked by many to take
division titles, but have fallen
apart. Broncs will be back in race
after ripping 'Skins in one of the
most worthless Monday night
games in a while. Give the 6 1-2
with Denver.
Last week 7-7, 38-32. Vegas 7-7,

31-38.
Best Bet: St. Louis plus 3 1-2
against LA.

MALCOlM MCDOWEll.
AS
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This

10/10

WILD WOMAN HAPPY Birthday. Enjoy the
balloons bul. ptomise not to blow. Dilloco, Jeffetta.
101!0
S.W. WHY DON'T you e\·er talk EO me at 10:107
Bernard Saiz.
10/10
DEAR DEBBIE, HAPPY Anni\"crsary! Ork ahh ahh
loL-s. From Terr~·.
10110
HOMECOMING CORSAGES WILL be sold loday
at the SUB and La Posada for $4.00 and sold
1omorrow at Ihe game for SS.OO eLich. For Jnfo call
242·0'?61. Sponsored by Phi Gamma Delta pledges.
10/10
OH NOO! IT'S Leslie Frost's birthday. From
aaddgit.
!01!0
RANDY, THANKS FOR Sundaynlght.
10/!0
Hlli.AGRAM! YOUR MESSAGE musically
deh\·eredtpcdormed by cQstumed Polynesion
beauties ftom Hawaii. For rates: 2Sj·S298.
10/10
BERNARD SAIZ HAVE you already forgotten
me? Why won't you C::\'er talk tumeat 10:101 S.W.
!OliO
CAT SHOW SUNDAY, OCiobor 12th, State
·Fairgrounds Opera Buildmg. 9:00 a.m. through 4:00
~.m.

!0/!0

TWENTY STt:DENTS NEEDED immediat•ly, Part•
time e\·enings or weekends. Good J)ay and en·
\Ironment. C.all now. 262·2091. R.J.
10/14
THIS FRIDAY! OP!lN!NO for Political Themo
Sho1\. Music by Ayocuan. 7 p.m., October 10th.
Plca5e camel ASA Gallery~ downstairs SUB, JO/ JO
BLACK STUDENT UNION is hosling a danoe in the
SuhY.ay Stalion, Friday, October 10th frcm 9.00 p.m.
h" 1:00. a.m. Admission Sl .so with and JD: 18 years
l'lr older, Saturday, October 11. Free Homecoming
Ua:-~.:e after the game in 1he ballroom. Fly \l!"hh Fame
!h,m 10;00 p.m. to J:00 a.m. Guests S3.00. Sec you
!here.
J0/10
·\C,ORA (.'El.EBRATES TEN ~ears of 'er.'it:c to
l"llo;\1 \Hldcnts. All former ..·oluntter$-October 18 Is
the Jate of our birlhda)' ~C'Iebration! Call 271·.3013
.h·r mfo.
10!17
f.!\\II'CS CHILDCARE Ml!ST mo,•e. Come run
fm .(.h!ldrcn and families in the H. Cook

Hl'mC4.0ming Ron, October 11 al 6:5'0 a.m. FOr

mformation tall, SVA Club, 27741~0 or 1054 Mesa
'V1~tu.
10?10

THE; KlTC HfN: ~0 cents to three dollar fare. tasty
fwmcmJ!Jz r'"1uJ and dcsseru, Monday-Friday, 11:30
l<l IJfl, ( <!r.lctf'!ury "Chapel. 4:!5 Cni\enii), Nor,
tt:e.:'l~!
lOtiO
fOR THt 1'-JNEST in hair care "·jsit Fran at Sandia
Pia1a A te:n per«rtl dJ~count on hair.;uu and pc:mu
i\ m1w l"'-cmg of(cred through October 31. Appoint·
rn~nt'> 293·!80".
10!10
l'tllA t'ITY SPECIAL Buy two slices of theese
t'lli'.l and get a farge soft drink (ree with lh!5 ad. 10/6
lhrough 10.-.12.12" Haf\ardS.E.
10110
~l;B\11SS!OSS ARE !'.'OW being ac"pted for the
Sptir.g 1980 ' "UC' o( ConceJitians Southwc:!:t. we•re
loDking for poeiry. fiction, non-fiction, ar1~
photograph)'. drama, music, film 1 dance, etc, For
more mfo call Le\li!, 884·5123.
tfn
o\TTESTION: BANDS, MUSICIANS sis< are
a\all.able. Please tontar;:t T. J, Martinez at277•2328
nt ~:orne by SUB Enlertainment office, room 217 of
theSt:B.
12/ll
PREGNANCY TESTlNGII<COUNSEt.INO. Phone
24.7.9819.
tfn
PASSPORT AND IDENTIFICATION photos. 3 for
M.m!! loY.est prh:eJ in town! Fa~l, pleasing. near

UNM. Call 26$~2444 or come to 1717 Girard Bh·d.
NE.
tfn
CONTACTS11 PO!.ISH!NG'I? SOLUTIONS??
Casey OPtical Company. 265·8846.
tfn
HAPPY I GOT internatlomil "fashion colour
grildienl. linl" in my _prescription lenses. r Jove them.
Payl.ess OptiCians. (Acro.~s lhe street from LaBelle's
on Mena.ul). 266-2600,
Un
ACCURATE INFORMATION APDUT con·
traceP!ion, stcrllization, a~ortron. Righi 10 Choose.
294·0171.
tfn

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: BLACK WALLET in the SUB. f!orenioA.
Co meta Marron Hall, room Ill to claim.
10/16
FOUND: YE~LOW BACKPACK In DioJogy
Uuildins area. Coruains books pnd calculator of Matt
E. Come to Marron Hn\1, room 13J to claim. 10116
FOUND: STUDENT JD car~ of Kevin Shultz. Come

10 Marron Hall, room 131 and give lD number for
•terincation.
1011~
LOST: WALLET, ClND! Honnigan, 86!-64&7,
Reward.

J0/16

CARLOS, l THINK you left your k•Y• in my office,
Call me at 277~534S, Oreg.
10116
HPM'S LEATHER 80X (I V, x2 incllcs), Lost J.G,
women•s loci:er room, 10/8/80. Please return.
Reward. 877·01!7, Phil,
10116
lOST: DOG, BLACK and white Australlan
Shepherd, female. No tail. Reward. 520.00. Z66-2239.
10/16
TH!lRESA MONTOYA: COME 10 Marron Hall
room 131 ond plck up your lost Architecture
nol•book and art •upp!y box (full ofsuppll.,). 10/10

(ne!Jr Copper and Tramway). Rcnl is SllS, plus t'}
utililies:, each.. Come by Marron Hall room 131 and
lca'llc a message wilh a phone number ([ don't have a
phoneyetHorJosh.
10'1$
ROOM, SHARE LAR06 1wo bedroom hou.se~
,.-a_rpct.;d_:furnt.shed. Wa.she:rJdr)'er, utilitln mduded.
Non-smoker. Near Central.
10.'10
ROOMMATE WANTED TO shar•lar&• quiot S.E.
H('1,ghts home. S80~ ~'l. l.ltilities. CaU2SCHl783. 10-· 15
ROOMMATE WANTED. SHARE !arg• houso 1wo
miles from UNM. N.E. Private ac:~ess, "kitchen, bath.
$85 plus 1 4 Utihltes. 268r82!i8 or 27'7.-4963 (ask ror
Sue).

jQ.-14

PRIVAT!l APARTMENT BEHIND house,·
downtown Sih·er. Single yard. 247-8647.
10:10
lOW DOWN PAYMENT. Easy terms. $28,000.
Owner said sell 011 this lwo bedr®m hom~ with
tarpon. Clo.se to Univer.sity Sporu ComplcK, A lot l)f
house for the money. C. F. Willianu Agency, 266i747. Evenings, 842-0102.
lOtiO
ROOMMATE--HEIGHTS THREE bo:<lroom,
Sll8.00 plus u~ililies. Fireplac~. IIIUndry, HBO •. 2963030, 28l·54<i3.
!Ol!l
FEMALE ROOMMATE. TWO b<droom ncar
UNM. Access lobus, Call i.<Jrl, l.l1H82l.
101!3
SPACIOUS ONE AND cwo bedroom apartmenu !.':.
block from UNM ..Laundry facililies, recreation
room, pot;~l, completely furnished, fireplaces, utiliues.
included, Call266-0011.
101'13
TWO BEDROOM APARTM!lNT childrenfp<ts
OK. S!851monlh plus Ulilllios. 294-0684,
!Oil3
SUPER SPACIOUS TWO bedr~mm ll,lWilhO!lse.
Flreph:.ce, 9ft. closets. SJ,O.OO. Two b~roam house.
SJ3S.OO. One bedroom apartme!ll, walk·in closet.
Private patio. S:ZOS. All 3 units furnished, spoUess,
insulated for quietness, utilities paid. UNM area. No
pets. 842-092l.
10'3!
NORTHEAST UNM AREA. $45.,000, closo to
BCMC, tv.o bedroom, .study. hardwood flcur.s;,
garage, good Jandscapin, plus new roof to new
owner. C. F. Williams Agency. 266·7747, c\'enings.
842-0102.

!OliO

BEDROOMS FOR RENT. Pets, kids, O.K. 26l·
10!10
4036,37!7PaloDuroN.E.
A BLOCK TO UNM ••• One: btdroom~ utilities
paid, SISO. No children or pets. 201·205 Columbia
S.E. Call255·268S.
10f31
THE t'ITADEL.SUPERB localioo ncar UNM II<
downtown. Bus service C\'efy 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from S20S. All utilities paid. Delull.e
kitchen wilh dishwasher & disposal, tl'crtallon room,
SY.'imming pool, TV room & laundry. Adult complex,
no pets. 1520 Univorslty N.E. 243·2494.
tfn

5.

FORSALE

NEW: CRAFT WORKSHOPS! Save 5 for Christmas
sifts. learnj have fun simuhancous1y. 203CWellesley
S.E.2l6·1S36.
!0128
FREE PRESENTATION ABOUT Dimensional
Speed Reading. Tuesda~ attd Wedrlesday, October [4
and JS at 11:15, 12:15, J:IS, nnd 2:15, Student
Union, room 2l1C.
10/l.S
ACTION SPORTS TUNES up skis, We're open right
no\\· at 7509 Mcnau1 N."E. ''The ski doctor" re.11Jy
knows how. ActionSporu, 884·j6J l.
10110
TYP!NCI: EXPERIENC!lD, ALL pbases Coll,g•
Y.ork. 292-4360 or 29).7$47,
Jill
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, odlting, data
ptoccuing, deli•fcry servit:e. 268.8176.
12>"'15
EXPERIENCED TYPIST-ENGLISH MA. Editor,
published writ~. Editing 2\'ailablc. 266.9550. 10114
TI'PIST-TERM PAPERS, resumes, 299·8970,
!013!
~~N~O'S TYPING SERV!C!l (lB~I Solemlcl and
now 3 minUte Passport Photos. No appolntmcnt.
268·8SJS.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL ll>l<s. Mare's Gui~at
Stud1o. 265·3315.
tfn
QA TYPJI\G SERVICE: A comp!O!e lyping and
cditotial ~f$ttm. Technical, gcn~ta1, legall medical,
scholastic. Charts& rabies. 34S·2125.
lfn

1976 YAMAHA RD·llO, 8l00 milos; windshield,
chambers. stock ·e;~~,haust, very s()O'd shape. 5600. Sec
at 515 ·Columbia S.E. apartment 2, on weekends. Ask
forcnrr.
10110
ECONOMY STUDENT CAR. 1974 Mercury 6
cylindor, AT, AC, below wholesale, 5995. 29)-3!51.
!0/!0
74 VW BUS, new engine. Must !ell. 268·9785. 10/16
WANT TO BUY: !0 x lO binoculars in e"ellent
condition, w/eas:c. Can s[1tnd $40-50. Cali217·S874
ond lean: a meUII.ge for Josh.
10116
llATAVUS MOPED, GREAT condition. 5275. 3447414.
10/17
1973 ORE..\1LIN 11 GOOD rubbet.new blittcry. needs
bt3k<JOb and !Uno-up, 5225 cash. 292·7!67,
!Of!O
HEIVI.ETT PACKARD 4l·C calculator. New-still
packed. $2.10, mathpacS2l.OO. 292·8098.
10fl4
J978 LA VERDA .500 Zeru. Good condition. nesr
offor. Call299·8688 or 296-8836.
10113
REAL RA!lBIT FUR toll; knoe Jong!h, Has hood
and ties at waiSf. In great condition! $100.00 or bc~l
offer. Call Conniea!B8J~I23.
10113
1980 KAWASAKI 440 LTD, pttfoCI <ondition, low
miles. mu'>l sdl, $1650 1 842-) 167.
tO ttl
74 CHEVY VEGA. Amlfm 8·1rack lt"'o,
Automouic T'r:tnsminlon. for more lnrormaiion call.
88t-988!.
101!0
3·5·10 SPEED BICYCLES, new and U!Od. Raleigh,
Panasonic'. Peugeot. Ni!:hiki and Bianchi. Rtpait!: on
all milhs. Touring C_yclist Shoppc-, ~222. Central S.E.
268·3949.
,J0/31
LADIES NORDICA SKI boots. SiLo 8·8'!:, Call292·
49lS.
tfn
TWENTY PORTABLE TV's SJQ.$60. 441 Wyoming
N.E.2l5·$987.
101!4

4.

6.

3.

SERVICES

HOUSING

NEW TWO BEDROOM unfumishcd apartment.
Lmturious. Neat bus.l99.0.S0.3.
10/JO
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO .share apartment t,<j mile
frorn UNM. SSO.OO plus. 242-774S after 5.
l0/t6
HALF DLOCK TO UNM. Furnishod elficiency,
utalititslnthJdc:d. No pets. 293-•1070 a(ferS:OO p.m.
!0116

sub.scnrus. t>b: Job also in\ofoves $ome business

t)ping and telephone ~or~. Orflcc m J,}m\·en.it)' llr~.
one bli>Ck from C'emral; job indudc~ p~rk.inJ
pm·ilegrs. F!cxible hours: to fit your clas-; sch<'dole.
S4.00·hour 10 .stan. Ecodrnam11:.s, Inc-. 268.7987.
(.'all•nytlme
10:'"16
PHOTO EDITOR WANTED For lhe New M•xico
Daily lpbo. Apph~Jion~ PHilable m Marron Hall
room Ill. Submil ~pplici'tion, r~S\Imc and portfolio
b~· Wednesday, October IS. No phone calls. plr1uc
!0 !4
TWENTY STUDENTS NEEO!':D immtduHely. Pari·
time t;!lo-Cnin&5 or weekrnd~. Good pay .-nd eo·
-.·ironment. Call now. 262·2091. R.J.
10 21
BABYSITTER WAf'<lTEO FOR one and 4 l,"i >·car

o\ds. Sil at home or own lnmsporta,tton. E:\prnrncer,qu~rod. 867·31l8.
10 13
PART TIME. U.S. Chtmlstl")' or

with me. 268-4885. H~:\en.

Uiology. Share job
10' 10

PART·TlME JOBS. lde!ll student hours. C'aU bet·
lO'll
.-.. ni·J.:!l6-ll891.
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMERiy.. r round. Euro.P<,
South. Amcri~, Australia, Asia. All firlds. SSOO·

Sl200 monthly. S!8hl$re1ng. Free u1fo Wrur: UC,
D11~ ~2, NMI ('Qronil De-l M"r, C~. 92625,
10·29
.PART·TIME JOB; gradl!at<: li!UdeniS only. After
noons and e~eninss. Mun ~ nble 10 wprl;. Friday and
S~uudar nis,hU:, Must b~ 21 years old. Arp.lv m
person, no phone calls pk~sc:. Savewa~ l.iquor Storc-1
at 5104 t.omas N E, !i.~l6 Mennul N.E.
10 ·JO

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DON'T BUNK!!! R. Duk•·
!0 HI
(.."'OVNTR\' SWING DANCE dass. for begmncrs 11.t
Fnar's North. SJj. person or 52~ ·rouplr bUH Sl\
\\o~ks of !ruons. (St.ind~)'$, 6:30·8:30 p m) Plm ~me
rrrc dnnk per lesson, (.'l;~n b<-ains O~;t\lbcr I~ Call
f-"nar's (293·9363) or in~tnu;:tor (266-46~61
1(1 tO
\'EtOVR DL OL'SfS, S9. Oes1gner Jeam a.nd ~llfd\,
Sl~.

Dc:Signcr and Bouuque ~OUit''i,

$). !~

TODAY'S ·cROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

58 Pits
59 Mil. address
1 Mama's mate 60 Vehicle
5 Gander
62 Missive
10 Gamin
65 - Crosby
14 Iowa city
67 Perfect
15 Lessen
69 Learner
16 Defy
70 "Gloomy
17 Desire
Dean"
18 Stair face
71 Edge
19 Omen
72 Girl's name
20 Protect
73 Trial
22 Shadow
74 Washed
24 Prosecute
down
25 Kilmer poem 75 Whitetail
27 Most precious
DOWN
29 Gifts
32 River: Sp.
1 Mauls
33 Electron
2 Nursemaid
34 Glacial ridge 3 Contrition
4 Flowers
36 Takes off
40 Every
5 Plant lover
6 Japanese
42 Mellower
44 Small group
sash
45 Slink
7 Kiln
47 Made known B Place
49 Miscalculate 9 Wlerder
50 Lacerate
10 Posters
52 Lee--: 11lncrease
Radio's
12 Watchful
guardian
father
54 Horse tender 13 American

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved

poet
21 Sediment
23 Put down
26 Furrow
28 Kind of beer
29 Desserts
30 Horse color
31 Palatable
35 Harvest deity
37 Swimming
mode
38 Evergreens
39 Grade
41 Stag

43 Replenished
46 Scottish garb
48 Alms
51 Die
53 Decayed
54 custom
55 Suppose
56 Berlin works
57 AM or FM
61 Docs
63 Gaelic
64 Bellow
66 Capture
68 Stout

EMPLOYMENT

Tl·U! LOBO lS taking applications tot .salespeople
1.\·ho will sell new accounts e.t:clusivcly. (No accounts
rurn6J1ed.) Car absolulely necessary. Commission
only. Fill out an application at room 1:33 of Marron
Hall; preferably lca\fe resume.
tfn
TECHNICAL TYPIST, HALF-rime. Muu be U·
ptrienced in tyPing. eqi.lilitions wilh Gtec:k symbols,

New Mexico Daily Lobo
liWHAT \\t'lltl''riJU HA\1 [1<. lt-;f IF'rLlll Hl\(1 ~Ef :-;' .1\1:--,
A~~lll!H

1\ 1\.VERL1f Uff A.'ll' [lf/\TH

( lVfl\ f\ TI\Yl't l[lY fL.;f IN THf Wfll 'If \ \t1RH'' ..

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico ~ai/y ~obo
times(s) beginning
. , under the he~d1~9 (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Servrces; 4. Housfng, 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

MAJL"t..lLJvf Me DOvVEU.
TIR£51\ ANN SA'vClY
HEI.fN .M!RREN
PETER Q1rX.II.E
CALICULA
JOHN STEINER.clHCXJ MANNAJ\1.
PIDLO B<..!NAL"B.LJ, l.RlFtiLDC> 'TRIESTE
CIANCARI.O IWJESSL MIREllA DANGEl.()

Classified Advertising Rates
16c per word, $1.00 minumum charge
Terms· Cash in advance

ADRIANA AST1

. JOHN CIEl.CUD. NEIWA
4,,P.AJ"'H ~, ff'.L 1\ I"' I 1RJl ,]\."\! """ I"IJ I '·1'1.'\"i [II ~ ~ \''-f •• 'f'·\J
r~\lPiltiP~'r ~l'l'~ th.o,lt ,~..1 .'\'\;!' Ht.;\,"\.1t' f\.t "•..,Ill ;\,1

Hours 8:00a.m. -4:30p.m.
Monday through Friday

·"" ''"' ';p!TI'-l
, ,., , .tc·~"
,, 11NltI BRASS
!~ fH! I'RI '',lk'lll t\~

SiARRING

FRANCO NERO
& LISA GASTON!
ASFO
AS!'lOCif,Tf ;;
MUSIC BY Rll ClfH0[1\Nt • >WI F

LOBO
THEATRE
7:40, 9:50

8Y JOSEPH BRf NNER

FAR-NORTH
THEATRE
12:40,2:55. 5:10,7:25,9:40

'"Jt~

Deadline Noon Wednesday

SHOW TIMES
3:30, 6:30 & 9:30
!1111

n•nu MiuRJ l,f ·tHt-rnM "A'll'.ol ti"~!'IJI. nu

..._,,," 111\\'11 1 I'~ .IJ'fl.lr!TI!'

'',c~\ANALYSis~w~~j~

Enclosed$,_ _ _ Placed by ~~~---Telephone----

·I
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!0 !4
BACKGAMMON, CHESS, P!JOt, PHtc>.:hl'
~;hallcnse mar.:hes. tournament pia~. ('all Terry, 4·R,
pJ.J244
!0 "!

Marron Hall Room 131
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque; New Mexico 87131
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Can1pus Guide
1980 tol981
Chartered Student Organizations
The organizations listed here
chartered or rechartered before October 3, 1980. Anyone wishing to
charter an organization is encouraged
to stop by the:
Student Activities Center,
Room 106.,
New Mexico Union Building.,
277-4706
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International Center

E1]-INI(~/

CUI/fUI{AJ.
0Rc;ANI7A'TI()NS

The purpose of this organization is to promote in·
ternational education, encourage intercultural understanding through cultural and social events, and
provide 11 gathering place for foreign and American
Htudents.
Pres: lonna McNamara
. 277-2946
Sec: Maria Ruiz
.. 277·2946
'!'res: Janet DeCourtney
... 277-2946
Advisor: Gerald M. Slavin .
. . 277-4032
Mailing Address: 1808 Las Lomas NE

Arab Student Club
'l'hll purpose of this organization i.~ to .~how tht• eulture
of the A rub peoplf'.
Pres: SlimPn ,Jurwr
26fi-7145
265-2194
VI': Msin Ahaul·lfam •
S1•e: ltadmon ,J alwr
266-7145
Tws: Slinwn ,J nbPr
2fifi-714fi
Advisor: Philip Hm'(]pr
277 -fi2:ll
Mailing AddrPsw N M Union Box #fi!J

The purpose of this organization is to extend an aesthetic
cultuml awareness and understanding of Chicano
culture.
Pres: Donald Samaniego
242·8661
VP: Bazan J. Romero
Tres: Estebun M. Bazan
265-0584
Advisor: Tobias Duran
277-6414
Mailing Address: Chicano Student Services, 1815 Roma
NE

German Club at UNM
The purpose of this organization is to further German
cultuml and language events.
Pres: Lomine Deckert
365-4430
. 265·7357
VP: WilliamLinzie..
Advisor: Prof. Holzapfel
Mailing Address: c/o Prof. Holzapfel, 347B Ortega Hall

277-4644
277-5644
277-6644
277-6644
277-5644

Iranian Student
Organization
The purpose of this organization is to provide cultural
presentations nnd more unity among Iranian students.
We are also trying to resolve some of the present
misunderstandings among American and Iranian
students.
Pres: Fahimi Mansour
. 268-7035
VP: Jafari Feeruz
266-5368
Sec: Shemzi Sinmack
268·1105
Tres: gJiasi Mehdi
268-1402
Advisor: Dr. G. Slavin
Mailing Address: c/o Dr. Slavin, International Center,
1808 Las Lomas NE

Japanese Student
Association
The purpose of this organization is to promote cultural
exchange, co-opemtion and help for Japanese students,
and personal growth of the members.
... 265-7358
Pres: Naoko Ho Soo
VP: 'l'etsuo Sato
.. 277-5708
Sec: Tetsuo Sato
277·5708
Tres: Maury Cohen
. 242-4308
Advisor: Matthieu Casalis
...
. . 277-2405
Mailing Address: NM Union Box N46

Korean Student
Association
The purpose of this organization is to increase
mutual understanding among the Korean Students
enrolled in UNM.
Pres: Kyung Hyum Cho
. . . . . ... 242-5371
VP: Joe Ko . . .
. ...... 256-1492
Sec: Sung Soo Park . . . . . . . . . ... 242-1194
Tres: Mee Kyong Brown ............ 292·4209
Advisor: S.M. Park . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277-2505
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #49

Nigerian Students Union

We are a social organization, a11d would like to share
our culture with all different types of people.
Pres: K.V. Ravi . . . . .............. 247-8089
VP: Sudhir Dhawan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 242·3175
Sec: Poonam Dhawan ............... 242-3175
Tres: SudhirDhawan ............... 242-3175
Advisor: Dr. C.J. Mortow ........... 277-5438
Maili11g Address: NM Union Box #33

The purpose of this organization is to provide the op·
portunity to practice Portuguese; promote cultural
activities related to Bl'IIZil and Portuguese; foster
academic coopemtion among students, provide tmvel
and study information in Portuguese-speaking
countries, and foster awareness of Brazilian and Portuguese customs.
Pres: Maureen Green .................. 277-2283
VP: Marcos LaMadrid ................. 266-4312
Sec: Aimee Algier ..................... 247-9028
Tres: Rick Hendricks .................. 265-4688
Advisor; Jack Tomlins ................ 292-2018
Mailirtg Address: 224 Marron Hall

GRADUATE
ORGANIZATIONS

Alpha Tau Omega
Pres: Rockne Garvin ................ 242-6437
VP: Paul Rozzell . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 242-6437
Sec: Bill Hughes . . . . . . . ........... 242-6437
Tres: Tom Jones ................... 242-6437
Other: Harvey Secor ................ 242-6437
Advisor: Gary Golden ............... 277-3711
Mailing Address: 1820 Sigma Chi Rd. NE, 87106

Lambda Chi Alpha

Organization of
African Students

. .. 242c0824
Pres: Bob Passariello . . . . . . .
. .. 242-0824
VP: Scott Schrader . .
. . . . 242-0824
Sec: Mickey McKeeve . . . . . . .
. . 242-0824
Tres: Steve Elliott . .
. . . . . ... 277-3711
Advisor: Gary Golden
Mailing Address: 1815 Sigma Chi Rd. NE 87106

To correctly project the concept of African through
cultural, and other activities on campus and in the
city and state of Alb., NM.
Pres: Charles Mutunga . .
. ....... 277·5644
Sec: Thomas Zgambo . . . . . . ....... 268-0044
Tres: Okechukwu Romain
..... 256-3259
Advisor: Dr. Ntiforo . . . . ........... 296-8687
Mailing Address: 1819 Roma NE

FRATERNITIES
The frmernily \ystem at the University of New Mexico offers
young men many advantages. There is an opportunity to
meet other men with similar like' and interests and to
tkvclop strong and lifelong friendships. Academically,
fraternity men across the country have consistently scored
nho'c the All-Men's grade point average. You may want to
rake advantt.ge of the many social outlets offered through
your involvement with organized fraternity activities. The
activitic' range from intramural sports to social activities
with sororities. Membership is open to all undergraduate
men.

Associated Graduate
Students of Modern And
Classical Languages
The purpose of this organization is to promote the
academic and social welfare of graduate students in
Modern and Classical Languages.
Pres: Magda Maureira . . . . . . .
. .. 255·4683
......... 242-4649
VP: Margarita Hidalgo
Sec: Therese Mueller . . . . . ............ 884-4 757
Advisor: Raymond MacCurdy
Mailing Address: Dept. of Modern and Classical
Languages

Kappa Alpha Order

The purpose of this organization is to promote the
welfare of Nigerian students and solidarity with other
African organizations, and to maintain good ties with
American and other international bodies.
Pres: J .I. Anikpe .
. .. 843-6140
VP: O.C. Romaine
.......... 247-3176
. ......... 243-3162
Sec: P. Antia . . . . .
'!'res: Kola Lafihan
...... 843-7919
. . . . . 298-9548
Advisor: Robert Kline
Mailing Address: c/o Robert Kline, Instructional Medin
Services

Pres: Mark Johnson .... .
VP: Rob Graves ......... .
Tres: Rob Jenkins ... .
Advisor: Gary Thomason
..
.
Mailing Address: 1806 Sigma ChiNE, 87106

242-2901
242·2901
242-2901
277·5808

Biology Graduate Students
Association
The purpose of this organization is to promote intellectual and social interaction among graduate
students in biology.
Pres: Peter G. Compton . . . . . . . ..... 344-5060
Other: Cydney Stewart . . . .
.... 277-2309
Advisor: Dr. R. Thornhill .............. 277-2804
Mailing Address: Dept. of Biology

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Sigma Gamma Chapter

Elementary Education
Graduate Student
Association

The purpose of this organization is to believe that men of
like attainments and of similar ideas of fellowship and
manhood should bind themselves together in order to
approach these ideas.
Pres: Sharay Fields . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277-2497
VP: ShawnBuckhanan ................ 277-2531
Sec/Tres: Clarence Jones .............. 277-5395
Advisor: Prof. I. Moore ................ 277-5732
Mailing Address: NM Union Box N4

Phi Gamma Delta

The purpose of this organization is to assist and organize
the students in the department of Elementary
Education.
Pres: Richard Biffle . . . . . . . . . ......... 242-8642
VP: Myrtha Pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 294-6416
Tres: Geoff Rogers . .
. ........ 265-8686
Advisor: Leroy Ortiz .................. 344-2761
Mailing Address: Dept. of Elementary Education,
C.O.E.

Pres: Greg Sinacori ................... 242·0761
Sec: Clay Long ....................... 242-0761
Tres: Edwin Bennett .................. 242-0761
Advisor: Gary Golden ................. 277-3711
Mailirtg Address: 1801 Mesa Vista Rd. NE 87106

English Graduate Student
Association
The purpose of this organization is to sponsor activities
in the graduate English department and promote a
healthy social atmosphere.
Pres: Kris Lackey ..................... 277-6113
VP: Wendy Jones ..................... 277-6215
Advisor: Michael Fischer .............. 277-6440
Mailing Address: Room 217, Humanities Building

Pi Kappa Alpha
Pres: Mike Romero .................... 242·0059
VP: Robert Scaletti ........... _....... 243-3404
Sec: Marty Baca ...................... 243·3404
Tres: Ken Hightower .................. 243-3404
Advisor: Gary Golden ................. 2n3711
Mailing Address: 1700 Sigma Chi Rd. NE 87106

Luso-Brazilian Club
Indo-American
Association

Pres: Daniel Gmyrek ....
. 247-4299
VP: Charles Watson
........... 247-4299
Sec: John Laflin .
247-4299
Tres: Bruce VanKJaverin
. . . ... 247-4299
Advisor: Gary Golden
277-3711
Mailing Address: 1705 Mesa VJSta NE 87106

the com-

The purpose of this organization is to educate the public
on events in Nicaragua and to help rais, funds/material
aid for the reconstruction of Nicamgua and to help
establish a friendly relationship between the people of
the U.S. and Nicaragua.
. ....... 831-3683
Pres: Paula Hallen ..
VP: George Hartley, J r
........ 277-6128
Sec: Graceli Martinez ..
. ..... 243·3319
Tres: Cynthia Taylor ...
. ..... 255-4610
. ..... 345-2834
Advisor: Donald Lee .
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #25

Brigada Antonio Maceo
of Albuquerque

Estudiantes Organizados
Por La Cultura

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Nicaragua Solidarity
Coalition

Mailing Addn·.~s: NM llnion Box HH!)

Tht;> purpose of this organization is to off<•r sPrvices for
Chinese stud!'nts on C"ampus and act as 11 cultural exchange for locul coiil!nuniliPs.
Pres: Nien· Tni Kuo
243·3111
VP: Shinn-Ching Jing
242·4004
Sec: Pao· Hsiung Lin
243-2093
Tres: Jen-Lin Chl!ll
243-1429
Advisor: Prof. Frederick Ju
277-4639
Mailing AddresH: NM Union Box #24

The purpose of this organization is to help undergraduate students of Mexican descent and·· other
persons interested in Chicano problems on and off
campus.
Pres: Freddie Montoya . . . . . . .
. . 277-3944
VP: Emili-jon Gonzales .............. 247-1468
Sec: Molly Vernon .................... 873-0081
'!'res: Joe Dean ....................... 277-3944
Advisor: Tobias Duran ................. 277-6414
Mailing Address: 1815 Roma NE

To promote theatrical acts on campus and in
munity specifically for minorities.
Pres: Juba Clayton
.............
VP: Jill Silverthorne . . .
. ...........
Sec: Yolanda Tryon
............
. .......
Tres: Clifford Rallins . . . .
. . . ......
Advisor: Shiame Okunor .
Mailing Address: 1819 Roma NE

To prmnotp unity among Bludt st.udPnls and to
Hl riv£• for n<•ndPmi<- l'X('.PliPill'(•.
l'n•s: Va!l•ril' Ervin
:!47 ..1fi:J()
V 1': Shawn Jlucknnon
~47·4fi:lf)
'l'n•s: Yo lunda Tryon
Advisor' Louis!' Whit£•

Chinese Student
Association

Pres: Lionel Candelaria
.. 243-0115
.. 242·0009
VP: JimAltamimno
. 242-0009
Sec: James Salmon...
Tres: Brad Sauters
. 243·0115
Advisor: Gary Golden . .
. . 277.3711
Mailing Address: 1858 Sigma Chi Rd. NE 87106

N ewchild Productions

Black Student Union

This is an NIU£'ational organization whmw fun£'Lion is
to sponsor artiviti£•1! dt•aling with {1 .SJ('arribbean
subje<'ts.
Pres: GuiliPrmo Grenil'r
242-7424
VI': Sura Bisconte
299-943:l
Het•: Anetle Biscontt•
299-9433
Tr£'!1: Mark Lnmadrid
Advilmr: Nelson ValdPs
21i8-416H
Mailing Addn•ss: NM Union HR2

Sigma Chi

Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano De Aztlan

Graduate Art History
Student Association

Interfraternity Council
'!'he purpose of this organization is to sel'\'e as the
governing body for UNM F.raternities.
Pres: Leonard Garcia .................. 268-3541
VP: David Griego ..................... 243-0995
Sec: Harold Seward ................... 243·3404
Tres: Eric Lucero ..................... 247-4299
Advisor: Gary Golden ................. 277-3711
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #61

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

The purpose of this organization is to serve the common
needs of the Graduate Art History students.
Pres: Lynn Varner .................... 277-2834
VP: Joan Lingen ...................... 277-5194
Sec: Carroll Botts
Advisor: Douglas George .............. 277-!?.365
Mailing Address: c/o Lynn Varner, Art Department

Pres: Clyde Shores .................... 842·5059
VP: Joseph Quintana ..................
Sec: Peter Mantos ....................
'rres: Mark Beililett ...................
Advisor: Gary Golden .................
Mailing Address: 1811 Mesa Vista NE 87106

243-0995
296·5500
243-0995
277-3711

•
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Graduate Association of
Business Students
The purpose of tltis organi7,ation is to promote student
intemction with o(,her students, faculty and the business
community through social and educationulnctivities.
Pres: Pat Norman .
265·252H
Others: I~mily Fmnke
Cltip Fears
Advisor: Allan PArkman
277-6222
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management

Graduate Association of
Students in Psychology
(GASP)
The purpose of this organization is to represent all
graduate psychology students in faculty-student
relations, and to serve as an information and planning
center for student events in the psychology department.
242-8163
Pres: Kay S. Buck
Sec/Tres: Roberta Calderwall .
. 243·0487
247.3998
GSA Rep: Duke'I'aylor
Advisor: Dr. H. Ellis . .
2H5·2608
Muiling Address: c/o Kay Buck, Psych. Dept.

Graduate Student
Association of the
Department of Chemistry
'fhe purpose of this or6anization is to bring together
graduate students from the various disciplines in
chemistry for the exchange of information and to provide
its members with an effective voice within the graduate
conununity.
Pres: Linda Caudle . .
. 262-0304
Sec: Steve Hornung . . .
266·0751
Advisor: !~ritz Allen . .
...
277-4123
Mailing Address: Chemistry Dept. Clark Hall #13

Graduate Students in
Anthropology
The purpose of this organization is to serve the diver·
sified interests of graduate students in Anthropology.
Pres: Roger Anyon . .
. ..... 247-8716
VP: Steven Oppenheimer
. . . .. 277-3677
Sec: Bruce Bernstein . . . . . . . . . . ..... 255-5976
Tres: Robert Hard . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 873-3141
Advisor: Scott Rushforth . . . . .
. 345-6438
Mailing Address: Anthropology Dept.

Graduate Students in
Educational
Administration
The purpose of this organization is to promote student
research in educational administration.
Pres: Lars Bjork . . . . . . . . . .
277-4533
. 277-4533
VP: Patrick Garcia
Sec: KurtKnoernschild . .
. ...... 277-4533
Tres: Dan Garrison . . . . .
277-4533
Advisor: Dr. Carolyn Wood
.... 277-3925
Mailing Address: 208 College of Education, Dept. of
Educational Admin.
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Speech Communication
Graduate Student
Association
Tlw purposl' of this organization is to act as a social
and academic resouree for graduate fltudents in speech
l'Clmmunic:ation.
Pres: Chris lteynolds
277-6450
VI': John Reynolds
277-3245
S\•c: Wm. Bauman
277-4541
Advbor: Hkhard Jen~en
277-3437
Mailing Acldw~s: Dl.'pt. of Spee<!h Communication,
lHOl Homa NE

Mt~licim•,

This is an honorary organization established to serve
senior students at UNM.
Pres: Tsenre Pompeo ......... .
. .. 247-9212
VP: Dennis Kehoe ........... .
. . 277-3368
Sec: Cheryl Miller ............. .
. . 277-5592
Tres: Jane Merryman ........ .
277-3784
Advisor: Karen Glaser ......... .
. 277-6448
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #115

Omicron Delta Epsilon

HoNORARY

Til!• purpos!' of this organizulion is to al'quuint gruduat<.•

students with opportuniticH in thl' un•a of Sociology and
with agl'ncies J.,rranLing funds for study and to cx('hangE•
idr•as and b&oml' fumiliuriZl'(! with recrmt research.
Prl's: BrigiW• Goldstein
277-2501
VI': Twilu TurpPn
. 277-2501
St>c: Sandra Tyh•r
277-2fJ01
Tres: ,Jt•n•my Brown
277-2501
Advisor: Frit'<lu G!'hll'n
277-2401
Mailing Addrpss: Dt>pt. of Stlt'iology, 1915 H.oma NE

Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity
To recognize academic scholarship and promote worthy
community projects.
.. 8.16-6675
Pres: Stephanie M. Dominguez
294-7432
VP: Theresa It. Satchell
. ... 277-3798
Sec: Patricia Schnedar .
. 255-6385
'l'res: Mary J o Verardo ...
. 277-4581
Ush. Ch.: Matthew V. 'l'rujillo
. 277-3361
Advisor: Charles H.oberts
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #73

To coordinall' professional HPgR activities with the
UNM GSA. to promote scholarship, unity and
pmft•ssionulism.
. 277-5151
l'n•s: KPilh Sutton
VI': St{'Vl' Crouse
277·5151
277-5151
St>l'/Tres: Handy Dietz
277-5151
Other: Susan Becker
277-5151
Advisor: Dr. H. Gary Ness
Mailing Address; .Johnson Oym

Life Science Invited
Speaker
To provide an opportunity for the !,'l'Udunte students in
Anthropology, Biology, Psychology, and Mathematics
to hear and internet wilh noted researchers in their
tx•spective fields.
277-6257
Pres: JohnS. Scheibe
. ... 277-5110
VP: Janice Moore .
. . 277-3431
Sec: Dennis Heinemann ..
Tres: John Schnizlein
Other: Shawn Crowly
277-3859
Advisor: Dr. J. Findley
. 27'7-3411
Mailing Addrl'ss: J. Scheibe-Dept. of Biology

Mesa Chicana
This organization is organized to .promote communication, unity and action by the Chicano graduate
student community on the UNM campus.
Pres: Juan Jose Penn
277-5907
VP: Gabriel Melendez . . . .
. . 277 ·2718
1'res: Magda Maureira
. 277·6456
Advisor: Erlinda Gonzales ........... 277-3337
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #34

Public Administration
Graduate Student
Association
The purpose of this organization is to provide social
and professional opportunities for students and
faculty through academics, employment and public
relations.
Pres: Cynthia Borrego .............. 242-7590
VP: Karen Ricci .................... 277-3680
Sec: Jan Haley ..................... 268-3669
Tres: Rynda Whenry ................ 242-2112
Advisor: Dr. Leonard Stitleman ...... 277·3312
Mailing Address: 3059 Mesa Vista Hall

Eta Sigma Gamma is u national professional
for men and women in health science.
Pres: Mary Ann Aeluans-Digman
VP: Lily Vigil
Sec.: Susan Conniff
'l'res: Raymond Sufdie .
Advisor: Altha Crouch
Gordon James .
Mailing Address: Health Education Dept.
Gym.

honorary
266-8001
842-6290
266-9335
265-4188
277-5151
277·2138
Johnson

Kappa Mu Epsilon
This is lil1 honorary for mathematics students.
Pres: Bill Short .
. .. 292-4602
VP: Mike Prairie
. 266-4623
Sec: Carmen Montoya .
. 277·4613
Tres: Fred Ream .
277-4613
Advisor: Merle Mitchell
... 277·4147
!\!ailing Address: Dept. of Mathematics, Humanities
Building.

Pres: William Eiland ................
VP: Kent Cohen ....................
Sec: Kate Cortlandt
Tres: Greg Atkin ...................
Advisor: Don Tailby ................
Mailing Address: 4108 Mackland NE,
Albuq,, N.M. 87106

Phi Eta Sigma
'!'his is a National College Scholastic Honor Society for
Freshmen.
Pres: Kathy Heaphy
256-0444
VP: Conrad Rocha
821-8844
Sec: Hose C. de Baca
Tres: Don Dean
898-6104
Advisor: Ralph Sigala .
. 277-3361
Mailing Address: c/o Halph Sigala, Mesa Vista Hall

The purpose of this organization is to represent the
Naval ROTC Unit at various University functions and
to represent UNM at various Southwestern drill
meets.
Pres: Kevin Fitzwater .............. 242-7192
VP: Steve Erb . .
. 277-3744
Sec: David Gay . . .
. .. 294-8244
Tres: Tim Leaf . . . . .
. .... 277-5370
Advisor: Maj. R. Kurth . .
..
. 277-3744
Mailing Address: Naval Science Bldg.

Students to Elect
Bill Richardson for
US Congress

This is an honorary organization for the students in
Home Economics.
Pres: Susan Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . ... 265-8241
VP: Brenda Drake .................. 843-8760
Sec: Gretchen Lane ................. 298-1590
Tres: Cindy Kilbourne .............. 247·1522
Advisor: Dr. Ednell Snell ............ 294·1286
Mailing Address: Dept. of Home Economics, College
of Education

This is an honorary organization established to serve
sophomore students at UNM.
Pres: Gary Gordon . . . . . . .
. ... 884-4894
VP: Peter Goss .................... 344-9550
Sec: Barbara Fry ................... 884-4459
'!'res: Curia Sargent ................. 344:8539
Advisor: Paul Woods ............... 277-3361
Mailing Address: Mesa Vista Hall 1131

PoLITICAL

This is an honorary and service organization for juniors.
Pres: Sean Weiner .................... 266·6626
VP: Paul Fisher ...................... 296-6296
Sec: Debra Tremble ................... 842•5031
Tres: Cannell Montoya ... , ............ 277•5573
Advisor: Ralph Sigala ................. 277·3361
Mailing Address: c/o Ralph Sigala, Mesa Vista Hall

The purpose of this organization is to honor
distinguished students in the field of Engineering.
Pres: Robert Gorsline ............... 243-1597
VP: Herold Gerbrandt .............. 268·1285
Sec: Doug Smith ................... 243·4225
Tres: Laura Krug ................... 881-7937
Advisor: Dr. S. Karni .... , .......... 277-2600
Mailing Address: Electrical Engineering Records

Office

'I
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To promote unity among American Indian l..aw
Students. To provide u fonun for cultural, intellectual,
social exchange and the exploration of le!,'lll problems
which affect both American Indians and the gt)lllJml
public.
Pres: Elouise Chicharello . .
. ... 255-9728
VP: Edward Suina . .
. .... 268-5462
Sec: Kristine Zuni
.... 869-3365
'l'res: Donna Bradley
. . .... 265-2037
Advisor: R.L. Schwartz
........ 277-3119
Mailing Address: A. I.L.S.A. UNM School of Law,
Bratton Hall

The purpose of this organization is to promote
professional growth, to provide the opportunity to
exchange ideas with prominent professionals and to
act as u mediator between the students and the
professional society.
Pres: Larry Macias . . . . . . .
. .... 255·4462
VP: Mushroom Montoya .
. ...... 831-1359
Sec: Don Daugherty . . . . .
. .. 266-2472
Tres: Gwen Stronach ............... 255-1263
Advisor: Don Schiegl)! .............. 842-8743
Mailing Address: School of Architecture and Planning

1
American Institute of
Chemical Engineers
The purpose of this organization is to
professionalism in young engineers.
Pres: Handy Velarde ..................
VP: Stan Marts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
Sec: Carol Jones . . . . . . ............
Tres: Laura McKie ....................
Advisor: David Kauffman ........ ~ .....
Mailing Address: Farris Engineering Ctr

promote
268·3563
277-5678
299-9032
277-5470
298-4425

ORGANIZATIONS
Students to Re-elect
Judy Pratt
Students for Anderson
Chairperson. Jim Brown .............
VP: Mason Gerety ..................
Sec: Mimi Swanson .................
Tres: Michael Busby ................
Advisor: Jan ice Schuetz .............
Mailing Address: SAC Box NUl

The purpose of this organization is to educate
students about the upcoming election.
Pres: Fr. Mario Ortiz ............... 277-5528
VP: Joe Cicero ..................... 277·5602
Sec: Anne Wright . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 873·2398
'!'res: Joyce Mills ................... 242-2102
Advisor: Joanna de Keyser .......... 277-4715
Mailing Address: NM Union Box N81

277·5912
265·3102
268·7143
277·3586
277 ·4541

Tau Beta Pi
Las Campanas

American Indian Law
Students Association

To promote the issues important to New Mexico in the
candidacy of Bill Richardson for US Congress.
Pres: Leonard Garcia ............... 242-6437
VP: Hobbie Beck ................... 242-6437
Sec: Rodger Smith .................. 242·3437
Tres: Sam Lynn .................... 242-6437
Advisor: David Hamilton ............ 277-3114
Mailing Address: 1820 Sigma Chi Rd.

Spurs
Kappa Omicron Phi

268-7934
277 ·5226

Pres: Hubard Suttle ................ 266-0298
VP: Lynne Weinberg ................ 262-0867
Sec: Richard Steward . . . . . . . . . . . 266·6313
Advisor: Robert Seward . . . . . . .... 277-6235
Mailing Address: c/o 3016 Frontier NE, Albuq.,
N.M.

Presidential Scholar's Club
To provide a social atmosphere for scholars as well as
providing the University with various services.
Pres: Traci Wolf
............ 881-7759
VP: Kim Niper . . .
. ....... 299-6290
Sec: Joe Cervantes . .
. ............. 277·4689
'l'res: Gary Gordon
.... 299-0219
Advisor: Bill Buurecht .
. ......... 277-4211
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #67

265-6182
256-9445

Students to Elect Bill
Hoch for Democrat State
Representative Dist. 11

Sandia Rifles

PROFESSIONAL/
DEPARTMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS

American Institute
of Architects

Students for the
Re-election of Carter

The purpose of this organization is to further the
purpose, tradition and concepts of the Air Force, aid
in the development of Air Force officers and serve the
UNM, Albuquerque and Air Force communities.
Pres: Mary Jo Maestas .............. 256-1416
Sec: Perry X. Weston ............... 277-3850
Tres: Virginia Hundley .............. 277·3850
Advisor: Capt. Bill Curtis ........... 277-4230
Mailing Address: 1901 Las Lomas NE

Thi9 is an Electrical Engineering Honor Society.
Pres: John Watson
299-1317
VP: Diana Buca .
. 243-2431
Sec: Debbie Burnett
.. 243-3101
'!'res: Dave Holstein
.. 265-9615
Advisor: Dr. Ruben Kelly
Mailing Address: EECS Dept., Tapy Hull

Eta Sigma Gamma, Alpha
Epsilon Chapter

The purpose of this organization is to raise funds.
disseminate information and campaign.
Pres: Ingrid Kline .................. 242-2372
VP: Tom McLaughlin ............... 983-4002
Sec: Gary L. Gordon ................ 884-4894
Tres: Mary Matheson ............... 266-8130
Advisor: Tim DeYoung .............. 277-5466
Mailing Address: c/o Tim Young, Ortega 307

Arnold Air Society

EtaKappaNu
Health, Physical Education
& Recreation Graduate
Student Association

Students for The Citizens
Party

MILITARY
ORGANIZATIONS

0RGANIZATIONS

Bldg. I

Graduate Students of
Sociology

Pres: Hobert Browning . .
. . 299-0169
Co-Chairman: Jim Udiru
. 256-3055
Sec: Murk Anderson
296-6709
Tres: Sanford Kahn . .
. 881-6691
Advisor: Ivory Robinson . .
. ..... 277-5104
Mailing Address: Dea.n of Students Office,
Mesa Vista Hall

This organization is an honorary for students in
economics,
Pres: Michael McGwin
.. 277-5304
VP: Erick Erickson
..... 277-6304
Sec: Bill Waller
.... 277-6304
Tres: Rick Lotspeich
.. 27'/-5304
Advisor: AI Church
. 277-5304
Mailing Address: Dept. of gconomics, 1915 Romu NE

Graduate Students in
Medical Sciences
Tlw plli'JlOSP of t.his organization is to promote com·
rmmknUon und r·o-ordinut.(• aetiviti(•s among thP
grurluat.p stU<hmts and faculty of tlw Ml'<lirul Scil'm'PS
I lPpnrLmt•nt..
Pres: St<>phen Young
268-19:19
Stx·/Tn•s: Cumlyn (Jiaubawsklt'('
277-5751
Advisor: SPi Tokudu
277-522:1
Muiling Addrt•ss: })ppl. Mkrobiology, School of

Students for
Ronald Reagan

Mortar Board

Students for Lujan

Young Socialist Alliance

Pres: Frank Gallegos ....•.......... 881·0880
VP: Mimi Swanson ................. 268·7143
Sec: John Montano ................. 867-0561
'rres:. Jennifer Lugan ................ 277•2994
Advisor: Juan Candelaria ............ 277-3506
Mailing Address: Special Services, Mesa Vista Hall

This is a national organization of young workers and
students working to establish a socialist America.
Pres: John Moore .................. 277-3378
VP: John Wangsgard ............... 265-2137
Advisor: Gil Merkx ...............•. 268-2110
Mailing Address: 1417 Central NE, 87106
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American Marketing
Association, New Mexico
Collegiate Chapter
Pres: Jon Curran ......... , , ........ 242·4'714
VP: Analisa Cordova ............... 299-4750
Sec: Mi Kyong Brown ...•........... 292-4209
Advisors:
Dr. HobertLenberg .......... ,, ... 277-5904
Dr. Fernando Robles ... , .......... 277-4702
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management

liNM
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American Nuclear Society
Thl' purpose of this organizulion i.~ to help keep studcnt.q
nwnre of changes within the Nucleur Industry and to
nxmlinate studPnt.• with acLivities at the state and
nutionallevel of Am<>rirfm Nudnar Hocit!Lies.
662-937H
Pres: lliPdru Y<•nrwood
&ll-R615
Hlw: Lh: Roybnl
296-6457
Tn•s: Cheryl Max well
266.6457
Advisor: Ilr. D. WrxJdull
Mailing Addn>ss: Dept. of Chemiwl and Nuclear
f;;ngitweringt F. E. C.

Association of Accounting
Students
The purpose of this organization is to make the study of
accounting more interesting.
Pres: Arlene Schaefer .
. 844-8771
. 277-4151
VP: Doris Brooks
268·5349
Sec: Barbara Ann Buklad
1'res: Bill Koch
..... 298-3630
Advisor: John Yeakel
. 277-2007
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management

Association of Physics And
Astronomy Students

American Society for
Personnel
Administration
Tlw purpos<• of this org£mir.ution is to arquuint
graduate und undc•rgruduute students with issues
commonly dPult with in Llw llumun Hesources
Manugemt•nt furli'Lion.
. 277-576fl
Pn>s: Linnea Johnson
VI': Jon Curran
242-4714
Her: Emily <J i<'s<•
. fl9il-5925

The purpose of this organization is to promote interest
und participation in physics and astronomy.
Pres: Suzzanne Burke
.. 243-5052
VP: Michael DiSanti
842-0344
Hec/Tres: Robert Leaphy
. 256-0444
277-4827
Advisor: David Wolfe ..
Mailing Address: 800 Ysle NE

'l'res: Bill ~·llcuse
Advisor: ,Joseph Champoux
Mailing
Addrl'ss:
And1>rson
MunngPml'nll A.H.l' .A.

Hchools

The purpose of this organization is to maintain and
promote the status of Civil Engineering as an ideal
profession.
Pres: Margery Bacon . . . . .
. . . ...... 277-4373
VP: Harold Gerbrandt . . .
. ......... 268·1285
Sec: Teresa Torres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 881·2468
1'res: Emily Gonzsles .................. 268-9472
Advisor: Gersld May .................. 277-5521
Mailing Address: Civil Engineering Dept., Wagner Hall

This is a professions! business fraternity.
Pres: Christopher Quintana
. . . . . . .. 881-0307
VP: Vassiliki Campbell . .
. . 821-6156
Sec: Steven Carpenter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268-8896
884-7605
1'res: Tom Domme . . .
Advisor: Robert Chatfield
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management.

Encourage the interdisciplinury exchanges of ideas
concerning behaviors! studies between faculty and
students with interests in the field of behavior.
Pres: Thomas Logan . . . .
. . 268-3529
VP: Matt Schmader . . . . .
. ......... 842-0629
Sec: Norma Keranen . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 256-1190
Tres: Lenora Olson
Advisor: Dr. Froehlich ............... 277-4524
Mailing Address: Dept. of Anthropology

The purpose of this organization is to serve the College of
Fine Arts in arts munugement and augment students
formal education with professional experience in the
ureM of urts management.
. . 265·3272
Pres: Paula Wells .
VP: Andrea Klein
255· 7371
Sec: Sandy Sanchez
.. 292-5366
. 277-2417
Advisor: Clayton Karkosh
Mailing Address: c/o Clayton Karkosh, Theatre Arts
Dept.

Associated General Contractors of America

Association for Computing
Machinery
Pres: Bryan Bingham ................. 293·6639
Advisor: Don Mottison ................ 255·8802
Mlliling Address: Computer Science Office

The puroose of this organization is to provide Law
students with alternative legal placements other than
those provided by the regular law school curriculum.
Pres: Judy Casias-Duran
. 277-2343
VP: Rosa Sanchez .................... 277-6420
Advisor: Richard Gonzsles ............. 277-5804
Mailing Address: Law School, Bratton Hall

The purpose of this organization is to articulate and
promote the professional needs and goals of Black
American Law Students, to foster and encourage
professional competence, and to focus upon the
relationship of the Black attorney to the American
Legal structure.
Pres: Jean Baines .................. 265-5438
VP: Sam Soleyn ................... 836-1282
Sec: Michael Finnie ................ 292·6020
Tres: Barbara de Weever ........... 255-5957
Advisor: Peter Winograd ........... 277 ·3948
Mailing Address: c/o UNM Law School, Bratton
Hall

The p'Urpose of this organization is to engage in activities
designed to promote the education, instruction, training,
and welfare of individusls for the purpose of improving
or developing their professions! capabilities.
Pres: Edward Chavez . . . .
. ....... 268·5503
VP: Rosa Sanchez . . . . . . . . .
.... 266·0310
Sec: HenryVsldez .................. 898-1667
Tres: Sarah Garde . .. . . . . ........... 34.4·3889
Advisor: Luis Stelzner . . . . . . . . . . . .... 277-5665
Mailing Address: 1117 Stanford NE

Guidance and Counseling
Student Organization

National Chicano Health
Organization

The purpose of this organization is to promote effective
communication and cohesiveness among students and
faculty of the Dept. of Guidance and Counseling.
Pres: Tony Goncalues ................. 898-6022
VP: Doris Gregory .................... 296·8577
Sec: Joan Bader ...................... 293-2734
Tres: Mury Tenorio
Mlliling Address: Guidance and Counseling Dept., Mesa
Vista Hall

The purpose of this organization is to help minority
pre-health students in their undergraduate years so
they can be successful and go on to professional
school.
Pres: Patty Rocha ................... 892·6479
VP: Debbie Garcia .................. 842·1594
Tres: Carolyn Barela ................ 898-3320
Advisor: Alonzo Atencio ............ 277-2728
Mailing Address: c/o Dr. Atencio, 915 Stanford NE,
Bldg.1

Hispanic Engineering
Organization

New Mexico
Forensic Union

The purpose of this organization is to aid the expansion
of participation among Hispano in engineering as a
profession.
Chslrperson: Marth Chavez ............ 344-2428
Board Members: Ronald Baca .......... 266-2465
Gil bert Herrera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 836·1538
Sec/Tres: Emily Gonzsles .............. 268·9472
Mulling Address: Farris Engineering Ctr.

The purpose of this organization is to increase
forensic/ speech awareness.
Pres: Robert Hampton .............. 277·5893
VP: Denise Maes ................... 255-3789
Sec: Barbara Kuemerle .............. 277 ·2283
Tres: Jonathon King ................ 843-6705
Advisor: Barry Spiker .............. 293-3074
Mailing Address: 1801 Roma NE, Speooh Com·
munications Dept.

The purpose of this organization is to introduce the
student to the field of hybrid and monolithic microelec·
trollies by offering student membership in an in·
tetnational organization at reduced rates.
Pres: Kurt Taylor ..................... 266-3271
VP: Harold Stewart ................... 256-9042
Sec: Paul Gettman ................ , .. , 836-5165
Advisor: Roy Coldaser ................ 277-5628
Mlliling Address: EECE Oept. Tapy Hall Room 209

I
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'I'lw purpose of this Ol'!,'lltlization is to relate the aettdemic
world with the working world by providing practicmn for
sociology students.
Pres: Lynn Saw;hez
!l42-9720
242-6807
VP: Michael Sousa .
Hoc: Diana Bidwell
flBl-6291
277 ·4311
Tres: lwnald Benully
Advisor: Prof. Woodhouse
266-505H
Mailing Address: Sociology Dept. 1915 Romn NN

Pre-Law Association
ofUNM

Pre-Medical Professions
Club

The purpose of this organization is to promote activities
related to linguistics and the study of language.
Pres: Beth Pachak
........ 277-6353
VP: FaridaKahn .. . .. . . . . . .......... 277-6353
. ..... 277-6353
Sec: Jack Damico . . . . . .
Tres:Karen Goldstein ................. 277-6353
Advisor: Steven Strauss ............... 277-3458
Mailing Address: Dept. of Linguistics

International Society for
Hybrid Microelectronics

The purpose of this organization is to promote history,
exchange intellootusl thought and ideas.
Pres: Andrew Garcia . . .
268-2896
VP: Ellen Foppes
. 843· 7329
Sec: Michael Reggio
277·2642
Tres: Betsy Matthews . .
. 266-4126
Advisor: Richard Ellis .
. . 277-4344
Mailing Address: History Dept., Mesa Vista H11ll

The purpose of this organization is to serve as a source of
infotmation for Pre-law students and to provide faculty
direction and advisement for these students.
Pres: Don J. Patton
266·6337
VP: Greg Gahan .
294-1670
Sec: Lee Hammer .
843-7455
Advisor: Harry Stumpf
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 1113

Mexican-American Law
Student Association

~

,,

Law Students Civil Rights
Research Council

Duke City Linguistics
Circle

Black American Law
Students Association

Sociology Club

The purpose of this organization is to popularize
philosophy among the general collegiate population.
Pres: Gary L. Ceasrz . .
299-3765
VP: Lee Stauffer . . . .
. 344·5714
Sec/Tres: K. Marie Mound
. 268-1936
Advisor: Russell Goodman
266-5132
Mailing Address: Philosophy Dept., Humanities
Bldg.

ATM Business
Association
The purpose of this organization is to provide
assistance for minorities in business and ad·
ministrative sciences, business education, economics
and BUS with a concentration in business ..
Pres: Vicente Esquibel
. 873-1354
VP: Michael Gallegos
821-8852
Hec: Linda Gaillour . . .
. 277 ·3898
Tres: Mark Martinez . . .
. . 296-7545
Advisor: Fernando Robles
298-4785
Mailing Address: Anderson Schools of Management

Phi Alpha Theta

Phi Sigma Tau

Delta Sigma Pi

Behavioral Sciences Forum

The purpose of. this organization is to foster an un·
derstanding of the construction industry and to aid the
engineering student in his/her education.
Pres: Wm. Crescenti . . .
. .... 294-4730
VP:JoeDean
Sec: Robert Freyman .................. 299-3923
Tres: Barbara Bovee .................. 266·8474
Advisor: Glenn Sears .................. 266-2779
Mailing Address: Wagner Hall

To unite women students in pharmacy, to cooperate with
the faculties of the colleges where chapters are
established, to stimulate in its members a desire for high
scholarship, to foster a professional consciousnesll.
Pres: Letitia D. Armendariz . . . . .
265-9523
VP: Maggie Fronterrotta . . . .
. 268·6251
Sec: Irma Feely . . . . . . . . . .
265-9523
Tres: Kathleen Dornk
Pledge Trainor: Linda Trestor . . . . . ... 243-5161
. . 843·2551
Advisor: Julie Lenhart . . . . . . . .
Mailing Address: College of Pharmacy

This Law fraternity provides members with an op·
portunity to associate with local attorneys and share
ideas, socialize, and sponsor events of interest to the
law and graduate communities.
Pres: Joe Werntz .
. .... 277·6236
277-6236
VP: Tommy Purker .
Sec; Kay Carter . . . . . . . .
. .. 277-6236
Tres: Marie Bahr ................... 277·6236
Advisor: Robert Desiderio . . . . . . . . . . 277-4700
Mailing Address: UNM Law School, 1117 Stanford
NE

American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Arts Management Group
ofUNM

Kappa Epsilon, Alpha M u
Chapter

Delta Theta Phi

of

Tlw purpost• of this organization is the advancement and
dissPmination of knowlcdw• of the thoory and practice of
m<•chanical engineering, the presentation of a proper
JX'I'S{X'Ctive of engin(Jering work and to promote a
pmfl\~sinal awareness.
l'rPs: ,Jiml'ulmer
. 299· 7955
VI': Pete Stromberg
256-9231
nt'<': Paula Maestas
Tn•s: Don Ilossink
262·0514
Advisor: Dr. Albrecht
8il4-4!l92
Mailing Address: AHME Mochanicul Engineering Dept.,
Ml•: 10 l

Chi Epsilon

~
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Student American
Pharmaceutical Association
T'hl' purpose of this organization is to unify the Phar·
mucy students.
Pres: Kathy Doralt
243-2103
265-5005
VP: HosemarieJohnson
Hec: Paul Schentrup
277·5191
'l'res: Ted Alber .
&l4-472!l
Advisor: M. Rutledge
277-2615
Mailing Address: College of Pharmacy

Sigma Alpha Iota,
Alpha Sigma Chapter
To further the development in music on campus and in
the local community.
Pres: Milia Wilkez ..
. . 255-2308
. 881-7350
VP: Sylvia Chavez ....
Sec: Cathy Hslght ..
.... 897-3015
Tres: Ann Wilkinson
Advisor: Rita Angel .
. 277-5145
Mlliling Address: Music Department

Sigma Gamma Epsilon,
Beta Mu Chapter
Advuncement of earth sciences.
Pres: Terry Leyenberger .
VP: Jim McKinley ...
Sec: Herbert Vogler ..
Tres: Susan McKinley
Advisor: Ray Ingersoll
Mailing Address: Goology Dept.

266-6028
243·7281
277-4204
243-7281
... 277-6121

Society of Physics
Students, UNM Chapter
The purpose of this organization is the advancement and
diffusion of knowledge of the science of Physics and the
encouragement of student interest in Physics throughout
the academic and local communities.
Pres: Philip Solosky ................... 277·2616
VP: Durell Farrer ..................... 277-2616
Sec: SuzzanneBurke .................. 277-2616
Advisor: Dr. R.M. Price ............... 277-2616
Mailing Address: Dept. of Physics and Astronomy

Society of Women
Engineers

The purpose of this organization is to promote both an
interest in geography as a field and the growth of
geographic thinking as an approach to understanding
the world.
Pres: Kim Seidler ..................... 266·3446
VP: John Cochran .................... 242-1907
Sec: DiAtine Valentine ................. 266-4491
Tres: Anne Kellogg ................... 293·2721
Advisor: Dr. Jerry Williams . , .......... 255·9593
Mlliling Address: Dept. of Goography, Hodgin Hall

•.

'!'he purp~se of this orgn~ization is to cultivate, promotR
and sustam the art and scwnce of dentallwh>il'n(•.
Pres: Clu·istine J,ittle .
255-5150
.. 26!l-8:J26
VP: Peg Ke-~tell
Sec: Anette Chavez
. fl84·3061
'!'res: Sue G urcia .
296·6004
Advisor: I>emari.9e Wright
277 ·4513
Mailing Address: Novitsky Hsll

The purposl.' of this organization is to organize persons
interested in heslth professions and provide them with
an opportunity to associate with and learn from others
with similar career interests.
Bourd Members:
Alan Burnside .
298-3827
Steve Clarke ..
898-5492
Ric hurd Uruchurtu· Vsldivia
831-0099
Advisor: Dr. Dan Trevino
..
255-0259
Mailing Address: 1056 Mesa Vista Hall

New Mexico Geographical
Association

~

Student American Dental
Hygiene Association

The purpose of this organization is to serve as a center of
information on U.S. women in engineering.
Pres: Lauro L. McKie ................. 277·5470
VP: Bianca H. Kroebel ................ 842·9495
Sec: Jane E. Merryman ................ 277-3784
Tres: Jelline A. Jenkins ................ 277·5769
Advisor: Dr. Delores Elter ............. 294·7758
Mulling Address: F.E.C. 327

."'·•

Student Council for
Exceptional Children
The purpose of this organization is to Msist in the
professional development of future specisl educators
through campus and community services.
243-3376
Pres: Pat Putnam . . . .
VP: Michelle Rost
.. 277-2594
Sec: Kathy Tottes . . .
877·1846
'!'res: TonyNilvo
..
277-2185
. . 266-7514
Advisor: Ron Rubenzer . . . .
Mailing Address: Specisl Education Dept., C.O.E.

Student Member Section of
The American Home
Economics Association
The purpose of this organization is to provide for
prefessionsl development of college ho.me economics
students.
Pres: Lisa Beurden . . .
. ... 277-5398
VP: Joe Medina
............ 266-8927
Sec: .Lena Trujillo .
... . .
. .. 344-2814
Tres: Gretchen Lane .................. 298·1590
Advisor: Dr. Jim Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 277·2131
Mailing Address: Home Economics Dept. C.O.E. 107

Student Organization for
Latin American Studies
(S.O.L.A.S.)
The purpose of this organization is to sponsor ac•
tivities on campus related to Latin America.
Co-Pres: Linda Peterson ............. 266·0895
Karen Bracken ............ 277 ·3203
Sec: Lois Stanford .................. 277 ·3203
Tres: Andrew Garcia ................ 268-2896
Advisor: Dr. P. Bakewell
Mailing Address: c/o Linda Peterson, 3100 Mesa
Vista Hall

Women's Law Caucus

Christians on Campus

'!'he purpose of this organization is to promote women
to attend law school, provide assistance to those in
law school and provide opportunities for women to
choose from a variety of law careers.
Co-Pres: Kara Ke!log
.... 982-2078
Celia Castillo
Co- VP: Judy Bova, Danna Bradley
'J'res: Kathy Priest
Advisor: Helene Simpson
Mailing Address: Bratton Hall, 1117 Stanford NE

The purpose of this organization is to provide Christian
fellowship for the campus of UNM.
Pres: Dean Shelton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268·4928
VP: Robert Danek . . . . . .
. ........ 268-4928
Sec: David Danek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 268-4928
Tres; DonaHilverding ................. 277-4067
. ........ 293-4578
Advisor: F. Chris Garcia . . .
Mailing Address: NM Union Box //57

Christian Student Center
Student Production Group
ofUNM
Th£• purposl• of this organization is to encourage and
support creative thinking and innovative independent
produetion in film and video.
Pres: Jtohin Cholerton
. 277-4402
VP: ;1 oanne Richardson
. 883-4304
s(,C: Chuck Bengson
299-6626
Tres: Carol Vincent
. 256-7873
Advisor: Alan Baker
277-2416
Mailing Address: Theatre Arts TV Production Office,
Fim• Arts Center B418A

Student Representative
Council
The purpose of this organization is to place students
on faculty committees, approach faculty as a group
ruther than each individual student bringing up his
own problem.
Pres: Harry Wagner
.. 843-6697
VP: Bill Duvall
. 298-6916
Sec: PaulSchentnap
Advisor: Ken Stahl
Mailing Address: c/o College of Pharmacy

UNM Educational
Foundations Society
Purpose: To represent students in Educational
I<'oundations.
Pres: gmmelienne Schreiner . .
. 884·8404
Advisor: Dr. Vogel
277-5141
!\tailing Address: c/o Dr. Vogel. }<]ducntional
Foundations, cog

UNM Physical Therapy
Club
To create and stimulate an interest in physical
therapy among UNM students and people of the
community, through fihns, guest speakers, and other
extra·curricular activities.
Pres: Patricia McCord .............. 294-8390
VP: Irene Kearney .................. 877·6665
Sec: Peggy Mader .................. 256-7150
Tres: Susan Sully .................. 881-0515
Other: Gerald Hesch ................ 881-7874
Mailing Address: 64S, UNMH/BCMC

RELIGIOUS
0RGANIZATIONS

Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship

Albuquerque Christian
Fellowship
Pres: Steve Casaus ....................
VP: Dennis Madrid ...................
Sec: Paula Michnovicz .................
Advisors: Clyde Sanchez ...............
Bryan Dershem .............
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #22

The purpose of this organization is to promote the spirit
of New Testament Christianity and to encourage
fellowship and high social standards.
Pres: Robert Gorsline ................. 243-1597
VP: Roger Johnson ................... 268·2263
Sec: Ruth Turning .................... 266-8356
Advisor: Wm. Robinson ............... 256-7968
Mailing Address: 130 Girard NE, City, 87106

266·4718
242-3939
255-4729
242·2256
873-3774

Pres: Lynda English ................. 293-7724
VP: Tom Mullen .................... 298·5773
Advisor: Haroid Delaney
Mailing address: NM Union Box N102

Jewish Student Union
Baha'i Student Association
The purpose of this organization is to promote the unity
of humanity.
Pres: Jeffry Sullivan ................. 864-8418
VP: Marla Thompson ................. 256·0127
Sec: Jill Preiser ....................... 242· 7852
Tres: Marla Thompson ................ 256-0127
Advisor: Roberta Smith ............... 266-4587
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #65

Baptist Student Union
The purpose of this organization is to provide op·
portunities for Christian worship, ministry and
evangelism for all interested students.
Pres: Greg Gomez .................. 298-5283
VP: Denise Misaner . . . ........... 299·5224
Sec: Merri Gomez .................. 298·5283
Tres: Linn Ramos . . . . ............. 293-7557
Advisor: Lt. Col. Don R. Richard ..... 344·8828
Mailing Address: 401 University Blvd. N.E. 87106

To provide UNM's Jewish students with a link to the
local community's religious, cultural, and social ac·
tivities and to provide on eampus counseling and activities to Jewish students.
Pres: Gretchen Adanes Galvan ......... 255-2859
VP: Rich Phillips ..................... 842-0799
Sec: Andrea Klein ..................... 255· 7371
Tres: Vicki Broome ................... 982-1728
Advisor: BessAltweger., .............. 277·4114
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #68

The purpose of this organization is to make available the
teachings of Eckankar through talks and meetings.
Pres: Ellen White ........... , ......... 266-4894
Advisor: Cathy Macken ............... 277·3438
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #42

The Newman Catholic Student Association exists to
provide the opportunity for UNM students to work
together on projects relating to the Catholic Faith.
Pres: Dennis Kehoe ................. 277-3368
VP: JaneMarryman ................ 277-3784
Sec: Brad McDowell ................ 277-5582
'I'res: Becky Becker ................. 277-3.280
Advisor: Dr. Jan Schuetz ............ 277·4541
Mailing Address: 1815 Las Lomas NE

students
studies,
821·5471
277-3281
299-1019
266·2343
277-5248

Canterbury Chapel
The purpose of this organization is to serve Episcopalian
interests and pursuits.
Pres: Barbara Peterson ................ 247-2515
VP: Beth Enns ....................... 247-2515
Sec: H.J. Lenfestey ................... 247·2515
Advisor: Kathryn Brooks .............. 277-3716
Mailing Address: 415 University NE 87106

North Campus
Fellowship

I
,,
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The purpose of this organization is U> l'Htnblish nn
organizat.inn directPd towards stud('nls in th<> Santu
Clara Dorm
Pres: Nnm•v Ilorlon
VP: Laura t'osimi
277 -f>5H:I
Sl'c: '!'ina TrPnt
277·21'7:1
Advisor: G. Handy Bo<>glin
277-29:lf>
Mailing Addn•ss: Santa Clara Dorm

Symphony of Life
The purpose of this organization is to promote the
spiritual unfoldment of each individual member.
... 256·7628
Pres: Kerry Morris
VP: Judith Olean . . .
. ............ 256-1552
Sec: Paula Watkins
265-5302
Tres: Ray Carter . .
... 883·9092
Advisor: JaneKopp
. . . . 277-6360
Mailing Address: Kerry Morris, c/o UNM Law School

Coronado Hall Student
Government

Agora - Student Crisis
Center

Our purpose is to promote a sense of community in
Coronado Hall through the maintenance of community property and the planning of hall activities.
Pres: Mark Fuqua . . . . . . .......... 277-3473
VP: Leo Guerra . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. 277-5077
Sec: Tom Scharf
277-4478
Tres/RIISA: John Schoeppner
.. 277-2991
RHSA rep: Scott Cox
.. 277·4591
Advisor: John Cramton
.
277 ·4311
Mailing Address: Coronado Hall

The purpose of this organization is to provide peer
counseling to students in crisis situations and also to
act as a referral service.
Director: J.ill Priby
266·0815
Asst. Dir.:Susie Hastings
. 265-5096
Internal Coordinator: Mike Castro
293-4031
Professinal Director: Polly Park
842-0265
Advisor: Dr. Sam Roll
... 277-2547
Mailing Address: NM Union Box H29

Hokona Student
Government
The purpose of this organization is to promote student
leadership and involvement in programming within
the residence hall.
Pres: Janice VanLancker
. 277·2974
VP: Sam Shragis . .
. 277 ·4185
Sec: Robin Wynn .
. . 277-4874
. ....... 277-2270
Tres: Dennis Mitchell . .
Advisor: Mark Kretovics . . . . . . . . . .. 277 ·2285
Mailing Address: Hokona Hall

SERVICE
0RGANIZATIONS

Alpha Phi Omega
The purpose of this organization is to provide service
to the UNM campus and the surrounding community.
Pres: Ken Dickinson
. 299-0556
298-2865
VP: Judy Barnum .
Sec: Mary Jo Maestas
.. 265·1416
Tres: Carol Viera . .
. 881-4582
Advisor: Paul Woods
277-3361
Mailing Address: NM Union Box N87

Laguna-DeVargas Student
Government
To plan and provide social activities for the residents
of Laguna/De Vargas and . to encourage greater
participation in activities by all dorm residents.
Pres: Lance Richards . .
277·5594
VP: Delores Sena
Sec: Maryann Kopriva
Tres: Anita Keller . . . . . ........... 277-2070
Advisor: Larry Paxton .............. 277·5569
G. Randy Boeglin ............ 277-2935
Mailing Address: Laguna/De Vargas

Residence Hall Student
Association

Christian

The purpose of this organization is to promote the
common welfare of residence hall students.
Pres: Lenard Angevine .............. 277 ·5778
VP: Terri Porter .................... 277-2598
Sec: Debbie Soehlig .............. , .. 277-6284
Tres: Randy Knapton ............... 277·3983
Advisor: G. Randy Boeglin .......... 277-2935
Mailing Address: c/o G. Randy Boeglin, La Posada
Hall

Pres: Kenneth Gjeltema ............. 247 ·3485
VP: Jeffrey Jones .............•.... 242·6010
Sec: Karen Gregory ......... , ....... 266·1765
Advisor: Dr. Butch Williams
Mailing Address: Basic Medical Sciences Building
Box N147

~

277-2H!15

To plan and organize any activities which increase the
sense of community in the hall and strive to improve
the physical and social atmosphere there.
Pres: Neil Barnhart . . .
. . . 277-4068
Tres: Mark Pargas . . .
. .. 277-5880
Advisor: John Crampton
277-4312
Mailing Address: Alvarado Hall

This is a non-denominational campus Christian
organization serving all persons on the UNM campus.
Pres: Michael Bencomo ................ 277-5175
VP: Tom Gunther
Sec: David Gonzales .................. 293-4154
Tres: Kristin Cortella . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277-3989
Advisor: Lonnie Theye ................ 255·8132
Mailing Address: 816 Girard NE, 87106

The purpose of this organization is to serve
regardless of denomination through Bible
Leadership Training classes and fellowship.
Pres: Rod Akins .....................
VP: Greg Baird . . .. .
. .............
Sec: Kim Johnston ....................
Informain: Alan Hendrickson ...........
Advisor: John Gustafson ..............
Mailing Address: NM Union Box N28

277-27\JH
277·4677
277-269H

Alvarado Hall
Programming Committee

This organization incorporates the faiths of the United
Presbyterians, Disciples of Christ, United Church of
Christ, and United Methodists, to serve the religious
needs of the campus community.
Pres: Carol Rogers . .
. . 247-0497
VP: Lisa Beardon .
. 277·5398
Sec: Keri Butler
.... 299·5626
Tres: Ann Turner . . . . .
. . 268-9672
Advisor: Brian Burnett . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277-4563
Mailing Address: 1801 Las Lomas NE, 87106

The purpose of this organization. is to . assume
responsibility for contributing to all facets of nursing
education.
Pres: Evelyn Sherman
265-7358
VP: Cindy Walker
. 898·8804
Sec: Linda Miller . .
. 293-8144
Tres: Valerie Wildenstein .
. ... 821·6406
Advisor: Maureen Nash
. . . ... 277·3409
Mailing Address: Room 247, College of Nursing

A student govl•nunenl organization for the resid(>nlH
of Santa Ana Hall.

The LDS Student Association is established to meet the
needs of all Latter Day Saint students on campus,
Pres: Brent Edington . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 242-2565
VP: Joanne Beauchamp . . . .
. . 884-4749
Sec: Christie Baca . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 277-3475
. ... 277-5139
Advisor: WilliamLitchman . .
Mailing Address: 1601 Grand Ave. NE 87106

To create and evaluate a Christian ministry for students,
faculty, and staff at the University of New Mexico,
under the direction of the National Lutheran Ministry.
Pres: Thalia Woodworth . . . . . . . . ...... 242-0607
VP: Kim Olson . . . . . .
. ....... 293-7532
Sec: Leanna Jenkins
Advisor: Rev. Darius Larsen ........... 242-0607
Mailing Address: NM Union Box H84

Campus Crusade for Christ

Santa Ana Student
Government
l'rps: Lisa Ortiz
VP: Angela Silva
.St•t•/Tres: Gloria Simon
Adv.isor: G. }{andy BopgJin
Mailing Addr<>ss: Santa Ann Basem!'n!

Student Association of the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints

Navigators
Blue Skies Club

REsiDENCE HALL
0RGANIZATIONS

Santa Clara Dormitory

United Campus Ministry

Newman Catholic Student
Association

The purpose of this organization is to take an aetive
role in the professional edueation of women managers.
Pres: Beverly Riese ..... , ........... 869-6635
VP: Pat Benson-Cohn ............... 266·5031
Sec: Lee Leggett ................... 296·8774
Tres: Linda Logan .................. 268·6237
Advisor: Robert Rehder ............. 277-4345
Mailing Address: Anderson School of Management

An interdenominational Christian organization of
Nursing students, nurses, and others interested in
practically applying and promoting Biblical principals in
their profession as well as individually walking closer
with God.
Pres: Mary DiGiacomo
. 255-9545
VP: Audrey Bretting
. 277 3588
Sec: Kenny Ellison .
. . 897-3726
Advisor: Clyde P. Sanchez
. 277-4465
Mailing Address: College of Nursing Rm. 337

Luther House

UNM Student Nurses
Association

Women in Management

Nurses Christian
Fellowship
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Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority
The purpose of this organization is cultural and
educational: to maintain and encourage high cultural,
intellectual and moral standards among its members
and engage in public service programs.
Pres: Dian Littlepage ............... 266-2192
Other: Pat Salisbury ................ 242-6299
Advisor: Vanessa Jones ... , ......... 242•7870
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 120

LTNM Cumpu.s Gui<k I'll!!:<' 11
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Delta Delta Delta

Committee Against Rape

Pres: Melinda Schwab ............. 247-0113
VP: Kris Johnson . . . . . .
. . . . . 255-5427
Sec: Becky Doughdrill
. . . ... 277-0113
Tres: Harriet Boxer . .
. ...... - . 277-0113
Advisor: Karen A braham ............ 277-4006
Mailing Address: 1700 Mesa Vista Rd. NE, 87106

The purpose of this organization is to promote
rape education, rape prevention for the campus
community.
Co-Advisors:
P.M. Duffey-lngra:>sia .......... 277-3716
Penny Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 277·3716
Advisor: Katlu-yn Brooks ........... 277-3716
Mailing Address: 1824 Las Lomas NE

Radio

!{ { fN M. FM i~ a non-commercial broadcust facility
''Jl!'TilLing yPar round with a varied format mixing
rwws, muHk and information of interest to students
und Llw t·ommunity at large. KUNM is an affiliate of
th<' National Publil' Hudio nctwcrrk and staffed by 6
lull-Limt• profl•ssionnl employees and over 60
voluntPc•rs.
. 821-5765
(iPn. Manager: Harton Hond
268-9576
l'rog. !Jir.: Lorraine Kizer
277-5227
Admin. A9Hl.: Stephanie Doer~n
277-3625
Nt'ws llir.: Diana Stauffer
255-3180
Chid Announc: Oliver Stone
Advisor: ,Jon Cooper
277-2121
M11iling Address: Onulc Hall

UNM Trailblazers
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Tlw purpose of tht• Daily Lobo is to serve as a
nt>wspupt>r to tlw university community. It is
puhlislwd daily during the regular academic year and
wN•ldy dur·ing dosed and finals weeks and weekly
during tlw sumnwr session.
Editor: Ken Clark
277-5656
Nt•Ws Editor: Linda Williams
277-5666
Munaging gditor Susan Sc•hmidt
277-5656
Business Manuger: St!'W Cor<-om•
277-565£1
l'uh. Bd. Chairman Robert Lawrcnrl' '277 ·2826
M.ailing Address; UNM Box 20, Alb. N.M.

The purpose of this organization is to promote spirit
at the University and to serve as official tour guides
for the University.
Pres: Eric WiJliams .
265-6105
VP: J enine Jenkins
.. 277-5769
Sec: Frances Manning
.. 242-5362
Tres: JenineJenkins .....
.... 277-5769
Advisor: Gary Thomason
277-5808
Mailing Address: NM Union Rm. 200

SoRORITIES

87181

Returning Students
Association
Tht.• purpos(' of this organization i.~ to provide peer
support und counseling to pt•ople who are over 25 or
haw ht:>(•n away from school for a while.
( 'oortlinatM~:
J onn Short
881-8061
M khnel Grut:>n
265-8971
St!l': Agm•s (Lu) Wheclt:>r
277-6342
294-1237
Tn•s: Joseph Alfit:>ri
Advisor:
277-5161
PnLLuna
Lnndra White
277·3716
Muiling Address: NM Union Box 891

Student Veterans
Association
To fnrilitate a menns by which the Student Veterans
mav be of service to other veterans, the university and
tht.; community, also to provide a means of social
al'tivities for veterans at UNM.
. . 277-4150
Pres: Alfonso Gonzales
256-1965
VP: PepeUgarte
Tres: Michael Dougherty
296·5687
277-3506
Advisor: Juan Candelaria
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 853

Sororities are group' of women intcre,ted in learning:
l~a·ning to live and work with people, learning to share
e~pcricnccs and ideas, learning principles of leadership and
human relations, and learning tolerance and consideration.
Thev nrc homes away from home - place~ where women
can 'relax with their friend' and just be themselves. Sororities
prnvidc social activities, further scholastic and academic
intercsto,, and assbt the University und community through
wrvicc and philanthropic projc.;ts.

Kappa Kappa Gamma

Conceptions Southwest

Pres: Lisa Lalicker . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 842-8007
VP: Ouida Scholtz . . . . . . . . . . . .. 242-2755
Sec: Cathie Clear . . . .
. . . . . ... 242-2755
Tres: Lori Larson . . . . . . . . . ........ 242-2755
Advisor: Karen A braham . . .
. . . 277-4006
Mailing Address: 1620 Mesa Vista NE 87106

'l'he purpose of this organization is to provide UNM
students, faculty and staff with an outlet in which to
publish creative works of art and literature.
Editor: Leslie Donovan . . . . . . . . . . . . . 884·5123
Business Editor: Mike Ford . . . ...... 277-5656
Art Editor: Pat Clancy . .
. ..... 277-2667
Advisor: Robert Lawrence . . . . . . . . . . 277-2326
Mailing Address: c/o Student Publications, UNM
Box #20

Pi Beta Phi
Pres: Margaret Warren
.......
VP: Cheryl Paterson ...............
Sec: Kelly Morse . . .
. .....
Tres: Liz Molter . . . . . . .
. .....
Advisor: Karen Abraham
..
Mailing Address: 1701 Mesa Vista NE

242-2290
242-0718
242-0718
242-0718
277-4006

SPECIAL INTEREST
ORGANIZATIONS
ASA Gallery
The purpose of this organization is to continue to
provide the UNM community with the opportunities
to examine works of art in a professional setting.
Pres: Patrick W. Clancy . . . . . . ... 277-2667
VP: Patrick A. Chavez
... 277 ·2667
Advisor: FloraS. Clancy
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #25

Panhellenic Council
'l'he purpose of this organization is to hold Rush for
sororities, to insure unanimous agreements are
upheld, and serve as a voice between sororities.
Pres: Gail Weaver .
.... . ..
247-1522
VP: Tammy Townsend
... 247-4274
Sec: Carol Moses
.. 242-4769
Tres: Shannon Kimbrough .
242·0718
Advisor: Karen Abraham .
. 277·4006
\1ailing Address: NM Union Box #38

Disabled on Campus

La Societe Du Cinema

The purpose of this organization _is to publish a
journal offering a forum for writers, artists, and
photographers on themes of Southwestern and
American studies interest.
Pres: Kate Parker .................. 265·8138
VP: Jane Hammons ................ 265-6069
Sec: Rita Gonzales• Mahoney ......... 277-4557
Advisor: Charles Biebel . . . . . . . . . ... 266·9064
Mailing Address: c/o American Studies, Humanities
Building Roorn 320

Pres: Shery Gravening .............. 247-4275
VP: Tammy Townsend .............. 299-2261
Sec: Camilla Gonzales ............... 24.7 ·4275
Tres: Wendy Spencer ............... 247-4274
Advisor: Karen A braham ............ 277 ·4006
Mailing Address: 1825 Sigma Chi Rd. NE; 87106

Pres: Gillian Knight ................ 299-7389
VP: Tsenre Pompeo ................. 243-6113
Sec: Gina Strempek ................. 884-4629
Tres: AnnetteBurwinkle ............ 255-1321
Advisor: Karen Abraham ............ 277-4006
Mailing Address: 1810 Mesa Vista NE

The purpose of this organization is to encourage the
practice of Transcendental Meditation and the
TM-Sidhis program as techniques aimed at ex·
ploring and enlivening the full range of human
possibilities.
Pres: Alex Poulsen
..... 256-0381
Sec/Tres: Edward Roibal . . .
. . . . 843-9156
Advisor: Tom Burke . . . . . . . .
. .. 256-0381
Mailing Address: c/o Alex Poulsen, Philosophy Dept.

•

The purpose of this organization is to practice kurute.
225-1249
Pres: Bill Mickals
VP: Lee Chavez
821·3509
Tres: Michele Engel
255· 7153
Advisor: Tom Cordaro
..
277-4256
Mailing Address: c/o Tom Cordaro, 'I'npy Hall

Sports Club for the
Disabled Student
and Citizen
The purpose of this organization is to provide
recreational and competitive activities for the disabled
population .
Pres: Tom Holguin
256-7572
VP: Vince Davis
292-3951
Sec: Joe Nolan
. 255-4036
Advisor: Tim Gutierrez
277-6151
Mailing Address: Intrnmurals, Johnson Gym, Room
230

The purpose of this organization is to share and ex·
change ideas on alternative education; to join the
resources of UNM students with that of the com·
munity; to be a clearinghouse for information on free
universities; to provide classes.
Pres: Dina Acosta . . . . . . . . . . ....... 265-4286
VP: Charles Willow . . . . . . . .
. ... 265·4286
Advisor: Myron Fink ............... 277·27571i•IIM~iilillli!liliJjijjilillllllltiWIIIIIIil
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 850

New America

The purpose of this organization is to promote UNM
dorm spirit and to support local charities.
Pres: DeiUlis Kehoe ................. 277-3368
Advisor: John Cramton ............. 277-4311
Mailing Addtess: c/o D. Kehoe, Coronado 212,
Campus

Students International
Meditation Society
Albuquerque

Free University
Association

Pres: Susan Krueger .
. . 247·1522
VP: Kim McNew
.... 247-1522
Sec: Karen Thomas . . . . . . . . . . .
247-1522
Tres: Cindy Halper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 247·1522
Advisor: Karen Abraham ............ 277-4006
Mailing Address: 1635 Mesa Vista Rd. NE, 87106

Alpha Delta Pi

The purpose of this organization is to bring Lacrosse
to the Southwest.
Pres: Don Sattler .
... 277-4180
VP: Walter Siegal
. 294·0077
'I'res: Eric Burman
... 277-3875
Advisor: Dr, H. Alley
... 843-9300
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 818

Shotokan Karate Club

ASUNM Crafts Area
The purpose of this organization is to provide services
to students and non-students and to provide
materials, art lessons, Crafts Fair, signs and more.
Pres: Teresa Meleski . . .
821-9562
VP: Christine Thomas
. 277-4506
Sec: Evelyn Ma11es
277·4506
Tres: Theodore Greer
277-4506
Advisor: Clarence Bracken
277-4506
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 8126

New Mexico Lacrosse Club

UNM Ballroom Dance Club

Alpha Chi Omega

Chi Omega

The purpose of this organization is to promote the free
enterprise system's way of working to all interested
students and faculty.
Pres: Richard Ross ..
...... 262-0928
VP: Michael Jones .
. .. 266-2866
Sec: Katy Baca .... .
. ' .... 266-2866
'!'res: Joan Schmid ..... .
. . 842-5877
Advisor: Nancy Erickson
.. 277-2041
Mailing Address: NM Union Box 840

The purpose of this organization is to inform the
disabled of their Civil Rights, educate the general
public and make them aware of our abilities, maintain
an advocacy role in obtaining due process under the
law, and provide social and recreational activities.
Pres: Ray D. Marshall .............. 296-6630
VP: Elaine Montoya . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 883·9115
Sec: Alice Marshall ................. 296-6630
Tres: Norman Dawson . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265·4274
Advisor: Juan Candelaria ............ 277·3506
Mailing Address: 2013 Mesa Vista Hall

The purpose of this organization is to pro~de the ?P·
portunity for students to see rarely shown fihns which
have contributed to the history of cinema and the art of
cinematography.
Pres: Michael Costello ................. 277-6262
VP: Vicki ShiiUleman .................. 277·6262
Advisor: Ira Jaffe ..................... 277-3540
Mailing Address: Film Division, Dept. of Theatre Arts

UNMDorm
Bike-A-Thon

Students for Free
Enterprise

ASUNM/GSA Poetry
Series

SF3

The purpose of this organization is to provide
students the opportunity to hear nationally and
locally accomplished poets read from their own work.
Pres: Floyce Alexander .............. 842·8428
VP: Pamela Blair ................... 242•4031
Sec: Chris Leche ........... , ....... 821·2838
Tres: Jon Bentley ................ , . 277-6145
Advisor: Gene Frumkin ..... , ....... 266·1319
Mailing Address: Humanities Building, English
Dept. Rrn. 217

The purpose of this organization is to encourage S.F.
fandom on campus and serve as campus laison for the
sponsoring clubs, Alpha Centura, . Inc., the
Albuquerque Sci. Fiction Society and the National
Fantasy Fan Federation.
Pres: Craig Chrissinger .............. 277·2581
VP: Owen K. Laurion ............... 265·7575
Sec: Mike Kring .................... 821·3953
Advisor: Patricia Smith ............. 243·7956
Mailing Address: NM Union Box n20

SPORTS/
REcREATION
0RGANIZATIONS
International Sports Club
The purpose of this organization is to provide an
opportunity (or mutual friendship and goodwill ex·
change through casual sports activities for American
students and foreign students.
Pres: Farajollah Ghanbari ............ 265-3081
VP: Kip Sang ....................... 266-2046
Sec: George Theodore ................ 242-3327
Tres: Francisco Pena ......... , ...... 255-1445
Advisor: Robert Kline ............... 298-9548
Mailing address: c/o Hajime Wada, Instructional
Media Services

Intramural/Campus
Recreation Advisory
Council
The purpose of this organization is to advise and make
recommendations to the intramural staff relating to
intramural and campus recreational policies and
programming.
Pres: Kevin Fitzwater ............... 242-7192
VP: Larry Paxton .................. 277·5569
Sec: Paige ........ , .... , ........... 277·5151
Advisor: Beth Wilson ............... 277-4347
Mailing Address: Johnson Gym .Rm. 230

The purpose of this organization is to provide an
opportunity for men and women to learn and improve
ballroom dancing skills,
Pres: Penny McClure
881-3087
VP: Jan Walker ..
. 242-4308
Sec: Pam Hellinger
...... 247-0121
Tres: Linda Landini
. 881-8324
Advisor: Sandy Cox
243-5051
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #44

UNM Chaparrals
The purpose of this organization is to promote spirit
and entertain at half-time during games.
Pres: Debbie Chavez ................ 294-1565
VP: Kelly Kemper . . . . . .
. .. 299-8450
Advisor: Brenda Juric . .
883-0638
Mailing Address: Johnson Gym - HPER

UNM Cheerleaders
The purpose of this organization is to support UNM's
athletes and maintain the spirit of UNM audiences .
Pres: Val Stevenson ................. 821·4504
VP: Vurne Bobbs ................... 268·9177
Advisor: Brenda Juric ............... 883-0638
Mailing address: c/o Student Activities

UNM Chess Club
The purpose of this organization is to establish UNM
as a chess strength by competing intercollegiately.
Pres: KeiUleth Lopez ................. 277-4867
VP: Dave Fugelso
Sec: Mathew McKenna ............... 345-3111
Advisor: Clinton Adams ............. 268·9968
Mailing address: NM Union Box II 92

UNM Disc Association
The purpose of this organization is to promote and
organize disc sport activities on campus.
Pres: Tim Caffrey ................... 265-5119
VP: Kale Isaacson ................... 836-7167
Sec: Jolyn Luna ..................... 831-4423
Tres: Robert Fountain ............... 265-5119
Advisor: Dick Baldazan., ............ 277·5151
Mailing address: Intramurals, Johnso:n Gym

UNM Fencing Club

UNM Mountain Club

Tlw ptirpww ol thih organization i.•1 to t'!ljoy and

Tlw purpose of this organization is to provide
organizl'd outdoor rt.>creational activitieH for UN M
studentH and to teach basic skills and safety in
outdoor activities such as hiking, rock climbing, white
water rafting, mountaineering, etc.
Pres: Mickey Fulp.
277-5925
VP: Clark Gray .
298-5620
Sec: Bill Isenhower ..
. . 898-0839
'l'res: Byron Summers.
. '242-5992
Advisor: Jay Sorenson .
. 277-5233
Mailing address: NM Union Box H 43

prorrwt t• h•rwing at. l1 N M.
J'rps: Susan <iui!l)(>rt
VP: .1 anw.Y M ulorw
Spc/TrPH: Murk J)p})(Jnis
Advisor: Huss Uoodmun

2fifi.()fifJ7

29:i.:J 151
R97-27:1o
277-4024

Mailing AddrtoHs: NM Union Box.# 2H

UNM Rugby Football Club
To promote the game of rugby throughout the south·
west. To involve UNM students in school activities.
Pres: Robert L. Griffin
....... 265-9028
VP: Tom Cordova
Sec: Brian Rhinehart .
' 265-9023
'l'res: Carl Hawkins
.. 277-5158
Advisor: Dave Harris
. 277-2211
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #39

UNM Scuba Club

UNM High Striders
ThP purpos<> of thiR organization is to promotP and
maintain phyRi<·al filnPSH through running.
PrPs: Vid{y Marqupz
266-1584
VP: Paul Slabin
255-02aa
S(•c: ,Jus min<' Poole
Tws: Gal<•n Brown
' 277-4706
Advisor: Gary Goldtm
Mailing Addn•Hs: NM llnion Box #90

UNM Women's Rugby
Football Club

The purpose of this organization is to provide a way
for students to scuba dive.
. 292-0521
Pres: Richard Grissom
' 293-3151
VP: Mike Malone
. 256-1321
Sec: Clair Vito
. 268-6650
Advisor: Laurie Wiggins
Mailing Address: NM Union Box Hl05

The purpose of this club is to develop the necessary
physical skills and knowledge needed to play the team
sport known as rugby foot ball.
Pres: Mary Beers
... ' 255-4824
VP: Rebecca Meketa ....
. . 277-5816
Sec: Isaura Andaluz ..
. . ' 255-9459
Tres: Emily Dickinson ..
' .. 345-3288
Advisor: Jose Reyna ....
. ... ' 268-5473
Mailing Address: NM Union Box H55

UNM SkiClub

~ <'\\'

The purpoSl' of this organization is to provide inexpensive 8kiing and social interaction among the
student body.
268·0142
Pres: Scott McCaskill
. 898-5185
VP: ,Jeff Smith
344-8344
Sec: Marni Frauenglass
293-9576
Tres: Melinda Mosher
AdviHor: Chuck Taylor
Mailing Address: NM Union Box H 51

organizations may chartt•r at any

tinw during tlw Y<'ar. Hl•('hart(•ring takt•s
plaee in S~·pt<'mb('r of <·n·~· p.•ar. This
Cuid<• rdll'ds onlv tlw stnd<'Ilt organization..., which dmrt<'i· with our offie<·.

TilE S'JTDE:\T ACTI\'ITIES
"('1"\('S \"Oll bv

CE~TEH

Pubiishing:
UN.M Pathfind(•r
Bi-~lonthlv Cal(•ndars
Student Dfn,etorv
~1intgl' (Yt•arhook)
Stmll•nt Organization Handbook
Campus Guid<•
Campus ~taps
Sumnwr Calendar
Ad\'ising:
All Charten•d Stnd<•nt
( )rganiza tic>Jls

UNM Hockey Club
'rhe purpose of this organization is to play hockey at
llw intereollegiate level.
Pn•s: Dwight Stockham
277-2531
VP: Greg Sonnenberg
296-1118
Advisor: George Sandoval
277-2531
Mailing Address: NM Union Box H47

A.S. U.J'\ .~1.
G.S.A.

UNM Judo Club
Thl• put•pose of this organization is to promote and
foster the principles of Kodokan Judo.
.277·4524
Pres: Howard Higgins
' .. 277-4524
VP: Jim Elkus
.277-2843
Coach: Wayne Maxwell
.277-5205
Advisor: John Campbell
Mailing Address: c/o Wayne Maxwell, Rm. 307
Ortega Hall

UNM Karate Club
To develop Shoto-kan karate skills within members,
and develop the individual ideals of control, honesty,
sincerity, and etiquette while training.
Pres: Dave Hubbard
............ 266·2991
VP: Braeden Frieder . . .
. ... 266-4043
Sec/Tres: Ed Collins .
. 265-2982
Advisor: Gary Purdue
........... 255-2721
Mailing Address: NM Union Box: #58

G<•rwral Ad\"iS('lll<'lll to
Imlh idual Stttd<'nts and
Croups

Programming:
Lecture UndPr the Stars
Parents Day

UNM Soccer Club
The purpose of this organization is to promote and
play soccer inN ew Mexico among men and women. .
Pres: Jorge Yant .................. 265-9104
VP: Jim Wiesen
Sec: Jim Todd .................... 268-0551
Advisor: Klaus Weber ............. 243-2511
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #107

Actidties Fair
Hl'eognition Banquet
.Mall Free Davtime Activith·s
Sororit\' and i<raternitv Hush
Charteririg:
·
and Hechartt·ring of all
Student Organizations on
Campus

and . . . . . .
~1anaging:

SUB Tieket Office
Student Information CentPr
TELE-MESSAGE NUMBEH: 277-f524.'3
Student Information Cnll(•r: 277-460()
(open from 8 a.m. to .t5 p. rn .•

Monday through Friday)

UNM Korfball Club
The purpose of this organization is to provide a sports
and social program for women and men students.
Ptes: Ray Torres ................... 268-0686
VP: Jim Moore . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 256·3001
tiec: Jackie Barthel . .
. ........... 293·8040
Tres: Art Torres .................... 268·0686
Advisor: Dr. Moolenijzer ............ 277-4736
Mailing Address: NM Union Box #112

l\

Tlw StudPnt Aetivities Center is a division
of llw Dean of Students Office.

Ml'mhrrsl!iti iii atr!J charlerl'll slruieul organization trill
not be denied lo liii!JOIIe 011 tlw /m~;is of mtl', t'ofor ..~ex,
refi~imr, twlimwf origin or physil'al disahilily. cxcepl n~

smwlimwd hy /em·.

